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EDITORIAT COMMENT

National-a,nd world-attention is now focused on the incoming
Administration of President+lect Jimmy Carter. In what direction will
he move on domestic policy? What direction will he take in foreign policy?

There will probably be some changes in style and approach from
those of the Ford Administration. But the essence of the Carter
policies-generally carefully hidden by fvzzy ambiguities during the
campaign-will undoubtedly confirm the validity of the point repeatedly
emphasized by Communist presidential candidate Gus Hall that we have
a 'one-class, two-party'' system. In a word, both Gerald Ford and
Jimmy Carter were and are creatures of Big Business devoted to
maximum frofits for monopoly capital.

The best evidence on this proposition was afforded by big business
itself. Thus, the big investment house of Kidder, Peabody and Company
advised its Wall Street clients during the campaign not to worry,
writing:

We believe the investment community will hove little dfficulty in
reconciling itself either to a Democratic or Republican victory in
November . . . The Democratic voters have chosen Jimmy Carter,
who has taken relatively conservative stances on mosl social-
economic questions.

Similarly, in respect to certain aspects of foreign policy, the
multinational corporations were reassured by a leading organ of finance
capital. Wrote Business Week (Alg. 20, 1976):

international economic affairs, Ford and Carter differ more in
and emphasis than in the speciJics of their policies.

All this is hardly accidental. Both old party candidates were financed
from the same sources-private contributions from Big Business and
lavish handouts from the Federal treasury under the new "reform'
campaign financing law. (Under the new law Ford and Carter received
more than $2I-million each to finance their campaigns; financial aid was
barred f,or minor parties and independents.) Carter, the winner, was the
recipient of funds from Lockheed Aircraft, General Electric, Kennecott
Copper, Coca Cola, the Southern Railway and dozens of other
corporate groups. The Ford campaign was supported by similar groups
and sometimes even from the same corporate interests that bankrolled
Carter.
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But to say that both Carter and Ford were basically Big Business
candidates is not to say that the approach, style and even certain policies
of the new Administration will be identical with those of its predecessor.
There will be some differences. Even a preliminary examination of
Carter's cautious post-€lection statements would indicate this. (Further
examination will, of course, be required after announcement by Carter
of his Cabinet appointments and his State of the Union message early
next year.)

Clearly, no precise forecast of the Carter policies can be made at this
time. But it must be stressed he will be faced with vast problems to
which solutions will be demanded. Of these, unemployment-at least l0
million jobless- is the No. I domestic question, particularly most acute
for Black and other racially oppressed voters. Abroad, there is the rising
tide of Black liberation in southern Africa, spelling the death knell
of colonialism there, and the simmering Middle East, among other
questions.

Certainly, the 4,Gmillion-plus voters who cast their ballots for Carter
expect answers-and promptly. This is particularly true when the class
basis of his vote is analyzed. Black voters accounted for Carter's margrn
of victory in the South, especially Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina and South C-arolina, and probably in Texas (aided by Spanish-
speaking voters), Florida, Tennessee and Alabama. Obviously, Carter
could not have eked out his narrow victory in some of the Northern
industrial states without solid support from the Black community.
(Some estimates indicate that Carter received 94 per cent of the Black
vote.)

A get-out-the-vote campaign by the officialdom of organized labor,
accompanied by a frantic *lesser evil" propaganda drive, undoubtedly
helped Carter carry most of the nation's industrial areas. He lost among
white voters in the South but, according to a CBS News poll, got 63 per
cent of the votes of all Southern voters who earn $8,000 ayelr or less,

indicating that he was backed by lower-bracket white workers as well as
Black workers.

All this occurred, it might be recalled, within the framework of a
downward trend in participation by the voters. While the vote cast-
about 80 million-was substantial, it represented only about 53.3 per
cent of the 150 million eligible voters, a drop from the 55.4 per cent who
voted in 1972 and 60.7 per cent who cast ballots in 1968.

It was not 'apathy,' that favorite term of the pundits, the abstentions
reflect, but a widespread disgust with the two old parties. Evidence of a
search for alternatives was clear. Independent candidate Eugene
McC-arthy, despite the absence of a rounded-out program and some
dubious economic planks and no approach to the struggle against
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racism, nevertheless polled in the neighborhood of 700,000 votes in t}te
29 states where he was on the ballot and was the balance of power in
four states. Had he not been kept from the ballot in New York and

California his total would have obviously reached over a million. And, it
is safe to say, had there been a genuine anti-monopoly ticket in the field,
uniting various forces moving against the two-party systern and
perceived by the masses as a viable alternative, the vote might have

reached the proportions of the laFollette vote in 1924 (about l6tA pet
cent).

it*

Stimulating the movement for independent political action in most
aggressive fashion was the campalgn of the Communist Party, headed

by its presidential ticket of Gus Hall and Jarvis Tyner, two working-
class candidates. For the Communist Party it represented a giant

breakthrough; for the country as a whole it was a new insight into
the program of the Communist Party.

For the first time in decades there was a new visibility to the
candidates of the Communist Party. Hall and Tyner spoke literally to
tens of millions by television, radio, through the press and numerous

mass meetings and interviews. Throughopt the land they received
respectful hearings. Gone was the hostility generated by the media and

other forces in the Joe McCarthy era. On the contrary, there was an

evident desire from Maine to California to hear the views of the

Communists directly from Communist spokespersons.
Especially significant was the petition drive when nearly 500,000

signatures were collected to put Hall and Tyner on the ballot in the
various states. Ballot status was achieved in 19 states and the District of
Columbia, as compared with 13 states in 1972and 2 states in 1968. Only
the maze of restrictive laws against minor parties and independents and

the unscrupulous conspiracy to keep the CP candidates off the ballot
kipt the figure from going to 25 or 30 states. In this connection, the

Communist fight for the democratic right to the ballot made a powerful
impact throughout the country and will dqubtless lead to a broad fight
to liberalize the laws on access to the ballot.

The campaigning of the Communist candidates reached a new high,
with Hall and Tyner criss-crossing the country a number of times and in
virtually every area, utilizing the media, electronic and print, to advance
the paity's platform. Along with this there was an innovative use of TV
and radio tapes produced by CP campaigners and used nationally with
wide effect.

Acceptance of CP campaign literature-nearly 5 million pieces were

issued-was eager. In the literature and in the speeches of the candidates
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in interviews and talk shows, the basic slogans of the Party on the
immediate needs of the day werre advanced. Interviewer after
interviewer, listener after listener, commented that it was a program that
people, especially working people, could agree with. The real issues were
addressed squarely, even as the two old party candidates engaged in
trivialities.

Hall and Tyner hammered home repeatedly the slogan of the 30 hour
week. without cut in take-home pay as an immediate answer to
unemployment. They demanded a drastic cut in the bloated military
budget and the use of the funds thus released for social needs,
particularly the needs of the cities. They demanded that racism be made
a crime punishable by prison sentences. They pointed time after time to
wage differentials that poured vast profits intti the coffers of the
monopolies, that is, lower wage scales for Blacks and women and
Southern workers. They demanded a policy of strengthening detente,
which would mean more jobs for workers in the U.S. They conder.nned
U.S. imperialism and called for support for national liberation struggles,
and expressed solidarity with the peoples building socialism on the
world scale. They pointed to socialism as the solution for the
fundamental ills of the nation. In short, as someone said, the party
campaigned as 'a minority party with a majority program."

The campaign left an. enonnous impact on the electorate, and
advanced the democratic process by helping to liquidate the remnants
of McC-arthyism in the country

The total Communist vote has not as yet been recorded. Tabulations
of minority parties are arrogantly left for last by various state flunkeys-
when they are recorded at all. But a preliminary projection intlicates that
the Party doubled its recorded vote over 1972, probably reaching in the
neighborhood of 58,000. California rose from a handful of write-in votes
in 1972 to about 13,000 on the ballot (a result of a magnificent drive in
which 150,000 signatures were obtained on nominating petititions). New
York doubled its vote; Ohio increased by about one-third and Alabama
got about 1,600 votes-all these, according to available early unofficial
sources.

Obviously, the full potential was not realized, a matter which will
require deeper analysis than is possible in this preliminary review. But
this is clear: if the Party had been on the ballot in more states and if
it had gotten the equal time on TV and radio the laws presumably
require, the vote would have been much larger. Finally, it must be said
that the frantic pr€ssure of the labor officialdom and various liberal
groups to vote for C.arter as 'the lesser evil' had its effect on the
Communist vote.
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But if detailed analysis awaits the further assembling of facts and

figures, one thing is sure: the message of the Party that united struggle is

the only answer has left its mark. The workers and Black people who
voted Carter into office will not lower their expectations. They will not
be satisfied with token appointments or rhetoric. Immediately, the mass

Iight will be around jobs. The demands will be for wide public works
programs, a shorter work week, a slash in the military budget, an end to
cutbacks in social services, a tax cut for low-income workers, an

outlawing of racism and a special effort for work and education for
the youth.

In these struggles for the peoples needs, for democracy and social

progress, for peace and socialism, the Communist party will continue to
play its vanguard role.

EDITORIAL COMMENT

Southern Africa aL a New Stage

Southern Africa has been the scene of some of the most dramatic
popular upheavals and reversals for imperialism of recent years. Thus,

ihJ ccnturies-old Portuguesc colonial power has been swept anay by the

combination of the democratic revolution in Portugal and the armed

national liberation struggles in Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-

Bissau. In placc of the colonial administrations in these countries have

been established national{emocratic governments, oriented toward the

construction of socialism and pledged by word and deed to hasten the

final demise of white minority rule. And so one of the legs was rudely

kicked from beneath the'imperialist stool in Southern Africa, The active

solidarity of the democratic and working cliass movements is called for
to aid in smashing completely this tottering structure.

The struggle against white minority rule in Rhodesia (renamed

Zmbabwe by the liberation movement) is rapidly gathering momentum.

Its prospectJhave been enormously enhanced by the new possibilities of
direct cboperation With the front-line Black states. In fact, even the

United States official circles, which have actively supported the ugly

Smith regime, do not hide the fact that they do not expect it to be able

to survive very much longer.
The fascist apartheid regrme of the Repubtic of South Africa-the

main remaining bastion of white minority rule in Africa-has been

rocked by the strikes and demonstrations of millions of Soweto and

other Black population @nters. The rascists have further bloodied their

hands by pbtiticat mass murders in attempting to put down this
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movemen! they harrc aroused the condemnation ard loathing of the
whole world; but they have yet been unable to squelch the struggle and
restorc the fascist 'order.' Aeording to Olivcr Tambo, acting president
of the African National C-ongress, South Africa is becoming ripe for a
large-scale armed struggle.

Against this background of gemrine, far-reaching transformations and
revolutionary struggfes, elaborate charades are being staged by the
imperialist powenl, South Africa and the U.S. in the first placc, intcnded
to give an appearance of *evolution' and accomodation without a
conceding a change of substance. This is the character, for example, of
the Kissinger proposals for a Rhodesian settlement. Thc proposals
contained a single viable statement of principle-for a transfer of power
to the Black majority (96 per cent of the population) in Rhodesia. But
they envisage continued white control of police and army, white
dominance of a two-year interim 'transistional' government, and
international guarantees of the economic interests of the white settlers.
Naturally, the implementation of such proposals would lead, at most, to
the installation in Salisbury of an African regime which would be a
puppet of the colonialists, intended to protect the interests of the
multinational corporations and to block the development of the national
liberation struggle. No doubt, such a development would be welcomed
by Washington, but it is a mockery of majority rule, and that is why the
proposals were promptly rejected by the liberation forces as being a de
facto legalization of the racist regime.

While Kissinger, on his shuttle tour, protested that he is actually in
'unrelenting opposition" to the white minority Smith government, he
was tactfully silent concerning the question of the Byrd Amendment,
which authorizes the U.S. to import Rhodesian chrome in violation of
UN economic sanctions against Rhodesia. He said nothing, as theu.S.
government has done nothing, to enforce the UN boycott on U.S.
multinationals which, directly or indirectly, supply oil, foreign currency,
credits and other essential items to the Smith regime.

And, as was demonstrated by the recent meeting between Kissinger
and the Nazi prime minister of South Africa-Vorster- nothing has
really changed in the relations between Washington and Pretoria. U.S.
imperialism continues to be the essential, vital prop of fascism in South
Africa on both the diplomatic and economic fronts.

In the diplomatic sphere, it is evident that the Kissinger proposals on
Rhodesia are in fact a joint effort, concluded by the U.S. with the
blessings and cooperation of Vorster. The U.S. recently again came to
the aid of South Africa by providing the sole bare shred of diplomatic
cover for the fraud of independence" for the South African
bantustans-which is in reality nothing but an integral part of the policy
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of apartheid-by, alone among the member states of the UN, refusing
to rule out reliations with the puppet Transkei "state." Finally,
what further proof of U.S. imperialist support for South Africa is
needed than the U.S. vetg of Angola's membership in the UN on the
grounds, as the U.S. representative on the Security Council piously
stated, that he opposed 'Toreign interference!" The U.S. has nothing
against interference, in reality, but it would like to end the aid of the
Soviet Union, Cuba and the other socialist states to the national
liberation movements on the African continent. But this aid is freely and
unconditionally provided, and is welcomed and appreciated by its
recipients, and has nothing in common with interference.

As for economic relations, on the very day that Kissinger declared
himself for Black rule in Rhodesia, it was reported in the financial press

that Citibank was heading up a group of leading banks which aim to
raise $300 million in fresh loans to South Africa. U.S. corporations
already have highly profitable investments in the billions of dollars in
South Africa; the U.S. relies on South Africa for uranium, gold and
numerous other mineral resources; and with Black unions outlawed and
labor, when neoessary, repressed by mass slaughter, the multinationals
have plans only to increase their economic stakes in South Africa.
Imperialism will never of its own volition lessen these ties or break them
off.

But without aid from the United States, the fascist regime in South
Africa would be doomed to a quick end. Therefore, the people of the
U.S. can play an important role in the struggle to isolate and defeat the
racist regimes in Rhodesia and South Africa. Mass initiatives are needed
to oust South Africa's representatives from the UN, and for specific
demands against U.S. collaboration with South Africa, such as the
breaking off of diplomatic and military ties; ending insurance for
investments in South Africa; barring credits to South Africa; renouncing
all trade and commercial treaties and withdrawing most favored nation
status from South African goods; withdrawal of South Africa's sugar
quota.

Such efforts will contribute to the unity of all democratic, anti-racist,
anti-monopoly forces, Black and white, in the United States, and
advance their common struggle for peace and equality and against
imperialism. The struggle for the liberation of Southern Africa is at a
new stage, the stage which will lead to the decisive victory, and the
people of our country have a historic responsibility to hasten its
culmination.
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The Bolshevik Revolution ancl
the Struggle for Peace Today

It is fitting, during the celebration of the 59th anniversary of the Russian
Revolution, to take note of the fact that from its very inception the USSR
has been a leader in the struggle for world peace. One of the first statements
made by knin on behalf of Soviet Russia was that the new state would
follow a policy of peaceful coexistence between states with different social
systems. I-enin stated that 'an end to wars, peace among nations, the
cessation of pillaging and violence-such is our ideal.'And this has been

Soviet policy for close to 60 years.

While the U.S. has resisted to repeated Soviet disarmament proposals

made since Wortd War II, the shifting of the world balance of forces in
favor of anti-impcrialism has, especially in the more recent period, made
possible some agreements to curb the arms race to some extent. There is

insufficient knowtedge of these important developments in our country.
Among those agneements which hav-e been sucoessfully concluded are

the following: a treaty providing for the demilitarizing of the Antarctic; the
Moscow treay of 1963 banning nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere, in
outer space and underwater; the Soviet-U.S. agreement on the prerrention

of nuclear war; the agreement on strategic arms limitation (SALT l); the
treaty on non-proliferation of nuclear weapons; the treaties banning the
installation of weapons of mass destruction in space and on the sea bed; the
convention banning biological wcapons;the agreement on the limitation of
underground nuclear tests; the treaty on underground nuclear explosions
for peaceful purposes.

These are important beginnings in the direction of disarmament. They
indicate the possibility of settling international problems of peace and
security without resorting to arms.

In addition, there are currently in progress several disarmament
negotiations which have not yet been consummated with agreements. The
most important of these are:

-the SALT 2 talks between the Soviet Union and the U.S. These talks
aim to further limit the develbpment and deployment of ,trategic weapons.
After two years, these talks have not yet yielded an agreement. And even

U.S. military commentators concede that the reason is .utit the Pentagon
has insisted on revising the terms agreed to at the Vladivostock summit to
the unilateral advantage of the U.S.

-the talks for mutual reduction of armed forces in central Europe. These

talks have been bogged down for two years over the demand of the U.S.
8
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and its NATO allies for the Soviet Union to make a greater reduction of its
forces than the U.S.

Additional Soviet peace initiatives, which have either been rejected or
have not been responded to by the United States, are:

-a proposal for a ten per cent reduction in the military budgets of all the
major powers, with some of the funds saved to be used for aid to developing
countries

-for prohibition of the production or use of chemical weapons and for
outlawing methods of warfare which change the environment

-a proposal for a World Disarmament Conference, op€tr to
participation by all countries.-

The Soviet Union has stressed the need to establish regional measures
toward military detente, to create zones of peace in the Indian Ocean and in
other areas, and to rernove foreign military bases from these areas. The
question of military detente is most important for the Middlc East, where
the USSR has becn carrying on a struggle in favor of stopping the arms
race, within the frarnework of the UN resolutions whibh set forth the
principles for an overall settlement in the Middh East.

It is obvious that much pressure is need by the peace forces of our
country to overcome the resistance to peaceful coexistence and to make
these proposals a reality.

The diarmament proposals of the Soviet Union have been advanced in
every policy meeting of the USSR, at the UN and at many international
conferences. At the recent plenary meeting of the Central Committee of the
CPSU, General Secrctary l-eonid Brezhnev stated that the aggressive
circles of the capitalistic world respond to their defeats, to the loss of
colonial possessions, to the ever new countries abandoning capitalism, to
the sucoess of world socialism, by feverishly unfolding military
preparations. 'Military budgets are swelling, new types of armaments are
being created, bases are being built. A race in arms in the nuclear age is
fraught with a far more serious threat to life of the people than at any time
in the past."

"The Soviet Union," he continued, 'being guided by the foreign policy of
the 25th Congress of the CPSU, renews its appeal to all member states of
the UN, to all states of the world, to redouble their efforts in solving the
problem which is the greatest in scope and significance in contemporary
interstate relations-the problem of ending the arms race and making the
transition to disarmament.

'We are prepared, even tomorrow, to start disarmament measures,
either big and radical, or only partial, on a truly reciprocal basis. There is a
gradually growing realization among the ruling quarters of capitalistic
states that in this nuclear age to stake on unleashing a new world holocaust
is as futile as it is perilow and criminal"
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Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko, in his statement to the
opening session of the 3 I st General Assembly of the United Nations, states
that insuring the peoples' security and ajust and lasting peace should be the
focus of the session and that the basis for a lasting peace must include
curbing the arms race and transition to disarmament. He proposed the
conclusion of a World Treaty on the Non-Use of Force in International
Relations, which would, of course, not infringe on the peoples'inalienable
right to struggle for their social and national emancipation. He also pressed
for a ban on chemical weapons and the convening ofa special session ofthe
UN General Assembly to lead to a World Conference on Disarmament.

These initiative for peace by the Soviet Union give the lie to the "Soviet
Menace" and "Threat to the Free World"propaganda of the Pentagon and
of successive U.S. Administrations, which has been used to guarantee the
passage by Congress of ever-growing military budgets. The present U.S.
military budget is the highest in the history of the country.

The Soviet Union has never swerved from its peace policy. It opposes

aggression and works steadily for treaties of non-aggression, peaceful co-
existence and non-interference in the internal affairs of other countries.
Interference in the affairs of other countries is not practiced by the Soviet
Union, which, on the contrary, stands ready to give material and political
assistance to liberation forces which are fighting against colonialism in
Southern Africa and elsewhere. It is, rather, the U.S., with its CIA and its
world-wide network of military bases, which interferes to maintain
colonialism, which has overturned democratic governments, which has
plotted the assassination of leaders of other countries.

The growing stockpile of armaments is a grave danger to peace and
detente. It is also a major obstacle to the efforts of developing countries in
Africa, Asia and Latin America to rid themselves of the hunger and poverty
foisted on them by colonial domination. It is not possible to have rapid
economic progress for the developing countries without ending the plunder
of the world's resources which the manufacture of armaments constitutes.
It is not possible to put an end to the economic burdens borne by the
working people of the developed capitalist countries without concrete steps

for cutting military budgets, which are also a main cause of inllation and
economic crisis.

In the U.S. we are faced with rapidly growing military preparations and
intensilied attacks by reactionay forces against detente. The numerous
peace initiatives of the Soviet Union must become known to the people of
our country. This can be an important factor in overcoming anti-detente
propoganda fostered by the Pentagon and the multinationalcorporations.

The Pentagon, in its drive to develop its overkill capacity, keeps

demanding complicated new weapons systems, which mean higher costs

and bigger war budgets. The first policy of the Pentagon is to protect the
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interests of the giant corponations who make millions in profits from the
rnanufacture of armaments.

While the U.S. has been increasing its military budget annually, the
Soviet military budget has been reduced. For the ytar 1977, the Soviet
military budget was 17.2 billion rubles, or 23 billion dollars, as comparcd to
the U.S. military budget of ll2 billion dollars. The U.S. government has
used our tax money to manufacture a stockpile of nuclear weapons
sufficiently large to destroy every major city in the world but then claims
that there are no funds to clean up our environment, to rehabilitate our
cities, to provide adequate medical care for our people.

The time is ripe for the people to cry out against this insanity, and to
organize a bigger and more united movement for a drastic cut in the
military budget, for discarding plans for the B-l bomber, the Trident
submarine and the cruise missile programs; for the return of the over one
half million Americans stationed in military bases abroad; for banning the
manufacture of nuclear weapons; for strengthening detente and peaceful
co+xistence with socialist countries, for continued negotiations with the
Soviet Union to bring nearer the stopping of the arms race and the
transition to disarmament.

An important vehicle to dramatize the urgent need to stop the arms race
is the new Stockholm Peace Appeal. It is a call for stopping the arms race,
which is the main obstacle to making the process of detente permanent and
irreversible. The Appeal is already being circulated in l00countries, where
important personalities and organizations, trade unions, colleges,
churches, and political parties are participating in getting millions of
signatures. In the United States plans are being made to step up the
campaign to get a very large number of signatures for the Appeal in 1977.
This will be a powerful tool to force the incoming Administration to act on
the question of the arms race.

The celebration ceremonies of the Russian Revolution stressed the need
to constantly implement the struggle for peace and international
cooperation, for freedom and independence for all peoples, for the
relaxation of tensions. Through the initiatives of the Soviet Union,
important new steps have already been taken to speed progress toward
ending the arms race through negotiated agreements with the United
States. The next step is to proceed from negotiation to action. And positive
action on the part of our government will depend on the pressures exerted
upon it by our people. Our struggle for peace and against imperialism is a
continued celebration of the ideals of the Great October Revolution on its
59th anniversary.
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The Economic Basis for the
Conflict Between Indian
and. White

Two works published in 1972 give a truer picture of U'S' history-
what really haipened on the Indian frontier-than is usually presented

in standard works on the subject. These are virgil vogel's This cotmtry

Was Atrs (Harper and Row, New York, 1972) and Wilbrr Jacobs'

Dispossessing t-le Americon Indian (charles scribner's sons, New
yoit, pZZy. Th"r" works bring home a fundamental truth about our

.o*ityt i.s. hittory is a history of expansion, otd it cannot be

i*ritooa apart frim hdian affairs.In reviewing the two books for

the New York Tlmes (June 24, l9?2), Michael Rogrn, a political

scientist, observed: 'IndLn policy has not bcen an isolated series of

crimes, but rather an integrated part of America's expandenist

ai.top."nt., This aspect of U.S. historical dcvelopment is thc major

theme of this article.

The honomic fusis for the conitict Between Indian and l(hite

virtually all initial contacts between Native American Indians and

Europeans in North America were peaceful. Native peoples provided

the colonists with food and a knowledge of how to survive in what to

Europeans was an alien environment. It was only later, within a very

E* lr"".r, and after whitc encroachment on Indian fields and villages, in

a word, a grab for the liand, that hostilities developed'

firis faci showS that ethnic pluralism is not inhcrently an

impossibility for the united states; that peoples of differing. cultures can

rive peacefully together, f exploitative -economic 
relations can be

eliminated. It was primarily the commercial interests of the European

colonists and their mothei countries that made Indian-white conllict

inevitable.
The European lust for land and the commercial greed for empire was

rorris, to the egalitarian societies of native North America. As

Wehinsonacocf saia to John Smith, 'Why will you take by force what

yoo to"y have quietly by love? Why willyou destroy us who supply you

withfood?Whatcanyougetbywar?,(JeanI-aFrance,TheUnwritten
Chap ter s, unPublished.)

tiris is not to say that there was no intertribal strife before European

entry, but this has been made overmuch of by apologists for the

CONrT.ICT TETIVEEN INDIAN AND WHITE

European conquest. The nature of intertribal 'Varfare" was far different
from that practiced among the rival European powers and in their
genocidal slaughtcr for empire larcr waged against the native peoples.

To the Native American land was one thing, to the European it was
another. To the Native American land was (and continues to be for
many) a way of life; to the European it was a source of profit.

At the base of ideological differences over land Were two
diametrically opposed economic systems. The European's notion of land
as private property was a reflection of the prevailing system of economic
relations found in Europe at the time of American colonization. The
Native North American, on the other hand, had a system of economic
relations based upon the natural mode of production, in which the land
was held in common. Also called the familial or domestic mode, it was
characrcrized by production for use, not profit, and it was confined to
the local kin or co-residence group. kwis Henry Morgan, the early
North American ethnologist, stressed *the law of hospitality,"
communism in living, and the common ownership of land which
marked Indian societies. He said that *hunger and destitution could not
exist at one end of an Indian village or in one section of an encampment
while plenty prevailed elsewhere in the same village or encampment'
(Houses and House-Life of the American Aborigines, Chicago
University Press, Chicago, 1965, p. 45). When there was a surplus, it
was redistributed among the people according to traditional usuage and
ceremonial practice. Trade or barter was not for the accumulation of
wealth; money served no purpose in Indian society. hnd never became
a commodity, to be bought and sold.

When the white man arrived, there was. not one acre from the
Atlantic to the Pacilic that belonged to a privarc person, that could
be alienated from the community or assigned to anyone outside the
tribe. The very idea that ancestral lands from which they drew their
sustenance could be taken from the people, becorne an article of

,commerce, and be bought and sold was inconceivable, fantastic and
abhorrent to the Indian. Even when Indians were given money or
goods for title to their lands, they could not believe that this
transaction involved the right to deprive them of their use forever.
(George Novack, Genocide Against the Indiarc, Pathfinder Press,
New York, 1970.)

The notion of private property was not always a feature of European
societies either. Engels, in his classic study, The Origin of the Family,
hivate hoperty and the S/cte, convincingly demonstrates this fact.

*Adapted from a work
Statee history.

in progress on Native American Indians in United
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Rather, the idea of private property took shape among Europeans as

technology increased and new forms of wealth were discovered. The
ancient elans among the Athenian$, for example, held property in
courmon, and it was not until the later years of the Athenian state that
grain, wine and oil began to be produced and traded for profit. With the
increasing production of these surpluses there developed a system of
commodity production for wealth. OnIy then did land become private
property. A similar evolution took place among the Celts and Germans.

Even in Christ's time, people owned just their flocks of animals and
not the land itself. The Welsh, as late as the eleventh century, still tilled
their fields in common as village-owned lands. Clans and communal
land rights did not begin to decay in Scotland until 1745, after England
had established her conquest over the "wild tribes" of that land.

The European conquest of North America, and, later, U.S. expansion
across Indian lands westward, had its origin in that brutal process Marx
termed the Fso+alled primitive accumulation of capital." (Capital,
Lawrence and Wishert, London, 1954.) By this he meant the seizure of
another people's liand base, in the interest of the colonial powers' ruling
elites and for the purpose of generating capital, by transforming that
land base into large-scale private property.

A similar process had occurred at the expense of the English
peasantry with the Enclosure Acts. These laws ended peasant rights in
common lands-pastures, woodlots, and so on-with the result that
many were forced into tenancy, or else off the land entirely and into the
developing industrial centers to become an urban proletariat. Much the
same process took pliace among the Celtic-speaking tribes of Ireland and
the Scottish Highlands and Islands. (William Mchod lThe American
Indian Frontier, Knopf, New York, 1928] documents this last in an
interesting chapter on "C-elt and Indian.')

In the introductory statement to this chapter it was said that the
growth and development of the United States of America has been
essentially expansionist. Initially, this expansion was part of the world-
wide system of colonialism. Vast territories in Africa, Asia, Australia,
and the Americas were seized by the mercantile capitalist and feudal
powers of Europe for the purposes of constructing military outposts and
trading centers, seizing slaves, looting for gold and silver and acquiring
land for settlement. *By political, military, economic and ideological
fetters, the European powers established their absolute power in the

, colonies." (Jack Wodd is, Int roduc tion t o Neocolonialism, International,
New York, 1961.) Revolution, colonial expansion moved from east to
west across the North American continent as the new government added
to its territory piece by piece. In both instances, however, colonial
expansion was at the direct expense of the aboriginal peoples. It was
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they who wene dispossessed of their land and either annihilated or else
reduced to the -status of conquered peoples under colonial rule.

The conquest and subsequent colonization of the Americas brought
tremendous wealth to the colonizing powers. This was the primary
motive for the conquest.

The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation,
ensliavement and entombment in mines of the aboriginal populiations,
the beginning of the conquest and looting of the East Indies, the
turning of Africa into a warren for the commercial hunting of black-
skins, signalised the rosy dawn of the era of capitalist production.
(Marx, op. cit., p. 823).

After the initial looting, killing, and slave-taking, the economy of the
colonized area became the familiar one{rop kind, for example, the fur
trade in northern North America, tobacco and cotton in the southern
U.S., sugar and bananas in Jamaica, and so forth. At its zenith in 1910,
1,200 million people, or seventy per c€nt of the world's total population,
lived under the colonial system in one form or another (Woddis, op. cit.,
p. 28). By 1900 a little over 90 per cent of Africa, 99 per cent of
Polynesia, and almost 57 per cent of Asia were under the colonial
system.

The colonial powers made frorn colonies all over the world, as in the
Americas, triple prolits based on cheap land, cheap labor and cheap
resour@s. They invested in mines and plantations and made fantastically
high profits by using slave, pebnage, or poorly paid wage labor.
Monopoly trading firms bought cheap raw materials (e.g., furs in North
America), often produced by or obtained from the indigenous
populations. Foreign manufacturers (e.9., English merchants) made
substantial profits by selling their goods in the colonies, where their
control of the territories created closed markets and where the goods of
other colonial powers could not easily penetrate.

At its best, the effect of the colonial system upon those subjugated
was extreme poverty, ill-health, bad housing, illiteracy, political tyranny,
and chronic hunger, if not actual starvation. At its worst, as in the case
of the native peoples of North America, it meant out-and-out genocide.

The looting of the New World financed the bourgeois revolution and
the development of trade, or mercantile capitalism, in Europe. (As Sir
Walter Raleigh expressed it: 'Who rules the trade of the world rules the
wealth of the world and consequently the world itself.") It paid the tab
for the birth of the English factory system and the industrial revolution.
By 1800, Latin American mines were pouring $40 million a year into
Europe in gold and silver, or ten times that produced by the rest of the
world put together. Humbolt, for example, states that during the first
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three centuries of Spanish rule, at least six billion dollars in gold and
silver were obtained from the colonies in the Americas (William Z.
Foster, Outline Political History of the Americas,International, New
York, 1951, p. 56). The general purpose behind the colonial policies of
all the colonizing nations was to grab the land and exploit the people
and their natural resources for the benefit of the ruling feudal and
emerging capitalist classes of Europe.

In the beginning of the American conquest, feudalism was revived in
Spain, Portugal, France, Sweden and Russia. But Holland and, later
England, soon became more capitalist than feudal, and thus the
emergence of England and then the United States as major industrial
nations. Through the'American" Revolution, the United States became
the first country won and controlled by the capitalist class alone,
although it was not until after the Civil War that its power was
consolidated. This was directly at the expense of the Native American
land base.

An Economic Interpretation of the American Revolution

In reality, business relations were at the core of European settlement
in North America. In terms of wealth and privilege this caused colonial
society to resemble a many-layered cake. The British merchant
capitalists were the *upper crust," the Crown being feudal decoration.
Companies organized by merchants and nobles, armed with land grants
and monopoly privileges, brought rnasses of the British poor to North
America, many as indentured servants.

These became the small farmers and artisans who formed the base of
the New England economy, the objects of exploitation by merchant
capitalists and wealthy planters ... In the South, a different economy
developed: largely cotton, tobacco and sugar cane plantations
operated with Black shve labor.... In the s€aport cities and towns,
particularly with the development of the fishing and shipbuilding
industries, a cliass of wage labourers emerged and the beginning of
factory production appeared. (Hyman Lumer, 'Some Features of
U.S. Capitalist Development," lAorW Marxisl Review, Vol. 18, No.
t2.)

And then there were the Indians. The American Indian frontier provided
the raw material-land and resources-for colonial wealth.

Conllict between England and the colonies was inevitable. As Thomas
Paine, spokesman for the common man and author of Common Sense,
observed, it was rather absurd for a continent to be governed by an
island. More important was the fact that the British mercantilism
exploited the colonies by restricting their trade and development, by
compelling them to buy British manufactured goods, and by imposing
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onerous taxes. The greatcst hardships were borne by th-e lower strata,
but the 'American- merchants and planters, too, wanted freedom from
the British monarchy, to make their own profits in the colonies. The
common enemy brought the several cliasses together and the American
Revolution (1775-1783) was the result.

The American Revolution was the first successful colonial rebellion in
modern history. The Revolution affirmed in action as well as theory the
right to national selfdetermination, for the United States was the first
independent state in the New World to emerge after European
colonization (which destroyed the earlier aboriginal governments).

A basic pre-requisite for selfdeterrrination, for nationhood, is
economic self-sufficiency. By 1750 the Engtsh colonies had developed a
self-sufficient and interdependent economy. They produced all kinds of
manufactured goods and carried on trade with Europe, Africa, and the
West Indies. In fact, they produced more pig and bar iron than England
and Wales combined. (William Appleman Williams, The Contours of
American History, World Publishing Company, Cleveliand, 1961, p.
103).

Given these circumstances, it is hardly surprising that the colonists
began to think of themselves as 'Americans' rather than as Briti$.

Not the least of the Revolution's interesting features, afrcr the War
had begun, was the adoption by the revolutionists of the Indian mAhod
of fighting-from corrcealment and relyrng on individual initiative-
which they had learned on the frontier.

For generations after the War, the nobility of England referred to the
Americans as "tricky' and 'lrnmanly," for they did not fight in the
regulation way that the drafted and mercenary armies employed by
European royalty had developed. (Herbert Aptheker, "The Cliass
Character of the American Revolution," World Marxist Review,Yol.
18, No. 7).

A key factor behind the Revolution was the conllict between the land
speculators among the wealthier colonists and th6 British fur trade
inter€sts. 'Resentment over British efforts to regulate the fur trade, and
to restrict s€ttlement and land speculation west of the Appalachians,
contriburcd signilicantly ... to the American Revolution" (Rogin, op.
cit.). The land speculation in Indian territory by the merchant class
became a principal source of wealth.

Land use in the two instances were diametrically opposed, as were the
concomitant Indian policies. In the fint instance, liand speculation for
plantations and farms meant Indian removal. In the second instance, the
Indian fur trapper or hunter was a commodity producer who became an
integral part of the colonial system. The French, except for the Quebec
inhabitants, had a more harmonious relationship with the Indians in
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great part because of their difference from the English colonists in
economic aims and activities.

This contrast was emphasized by Duquesne when he tried to win
the Iroquois from their friendship with Britain. The Frenchman told
them: "Are you ignorant of the difference between the king of
Engla1d and the king of France? Go see the forts our king has
estatlished and you will see that you can still hunt under their very
walls. They have been placed for your advantage in places you
frequent. The English, on the contrary, are no soonCr in possession of
a place than the game is driven away. The forest falls before them as
they advance and the soil is laid bare, so that you can scarce find the
wherewithal to erect shelter for the night." (Novak, op. cit., p. l4).

The British Crown also had its fur trade interests, which soon came in
conflict with the interests of the land-hungry colonists. After the defeat
of the French in the French-Indian War, and as a result of pontiac,s
Rebellion (an uprising by eighteen Algonkian tribes in confederation
against colonial intrusion), England issued the Crown Proclamation of
1763.

This proclamation prohibited white settlements on Indian land west
of the crest of the Alleghenies. It created a virtual Indian reservation
of the land claimed by England between the southern boundary of
Quebec, the watershed of the Appalachian mountains, the northern
boundary of the two Floridas, and the Mississippi. (John C. Ewers,

\hE Rolg__of the Indian in National Expansion, Gbvernment printing
Office, Washington, 1939, p. 14.)

The British motive was not to protect either the Indians or the colonists
so much as it was to avert another uprising like Pontiac's, for the British
sought to keep the agricultural-minded colonists out of an area still
peopled by Indian nations which 'produced" furs for a lucrative
European market. More importantly, the British used the Indian
situation as a pretext to confine the colonists to a small area of land
which would keep them weak economically and dependent on British
manufactured goods. The Crown was out to. protect British
pocketbooks.

Land speculators had been investing in Indian territory west of the
Appalachians, gambling on a westward expansion of settlers much like
big investors who "play" the stock market today. The Crown
Proclamation was a blow to these speculators'dealings in that it stated
that settlers must leave Indian land at once. This was one of the
principal causes of the colonial revolt against Britain, i.e., a dispute over
conllicting economic interests in Indian lands.

Patrick Henry, George Washington, and Benjamin Franklin all had
extensive investments in Indian lands (council on Interracial Books for
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Children, Chronicles of American Indian hotest, Fawcett, Greenwich,
1971, p. 42.) They were incensed by the Crown Proclamation, for they
considered it an infringement on their right to make profits.

"B€tween ourselves,' Washington explained in a letter ..., British
restrictions should be viewed 'as a temporary expedient to quiet the
minds of the Indians." Urging his friend to enter land claims for him,
Washington continued, *Any person, therefore, who neglects the
present opportunity of hunting out good lands . . . will never regain it'
(Rogin, op. cit., p. l.)
George Washington had been an Indian fighter in Virginia during the

French-Indian War, for which service he was given thousands of acres of
Indian land on the south bank of the Ohio River in payment. He also
owned shares in the Mississippi Company, a land speculiation group
which held 2.5 million acres of Indian territory in the Ohio Valley, an
operation outlawed by the Proclamation. After the Proclamation,
Washington secretly employed a surveyor to locate valuable land in the
forbidden territory. When he died in l799,he held z[0,000 acres of land,
in addition to his home plantation estate, beyond the mountains.
Charles Beard (An honomic Intefpretation of the Constitution of the
United States, Macmillan, New York, 1956, p. 144) notes that
Washington "was probably the richest man in the United States in his
time,' a conservative estimate of his worth being about $530,000.

Patrick Henry was a shareholder in the Ohio Company and a
participant in other land schemes, particularly in the Indian territory of
West Virginia. He violated the terms of the Proclamation and pitted his
own oconomic interests against those of the British.

Benjamin Franklin was connected with the Walpole Company, which
tried to take over two million acres of Indian land. Franklin received 72
shares in tlre company in exchange for his effort to influence the British
Crown in the inrcrest of the Walpole Company's land scheme. Franklin
was a representative from the colonies to the Crown ftom 1767 to 1775.
He helped bribe scores of English high officials, including the secretary
of the British treasury, lord chamberlain, the lord chancellor, the
president and other members of the King's Privy Council (Council on
Interracial Books for Children, op. cit., p. U).

ln 1774 Lord Dunmore, Governor of Virginia, suddenly laid claim to
the whole southern portion of the North' Territory, guaranteed to
Indians under the Proclamation of 1763. rzonrrore sent two military
expeditions into Kentucky and Ohio to drive the Indians out. This is
known as Lord Dunmore's War.

A white settler, Daniel Greathouse, started his own action in this war.
At Yellow Creek, Ohio, his forces massacred unarmed Indian men,
women and children. The Indians rose up under the leadership of Logan
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and Cornstalk but were defeated at Mt. Pleasant, Ohio, by Lord
Dunmor€'s forces. Thcy lost all of Kentucky, valued hunting grounds
for the many tribes in that area, and the area south of the Ohio River.
Washington, the "Father of our Country,' was probably one of the
plantation farmers who provided Dunmore with the political and
economic support for his action against the Indians and, indirectly,
against the British Crown.

Dunmore's War helped pave the way for the Revolutionary War, the
final separation from England, and an end to the constraints against
westward expansion placed upon the colonists, but the ye,ar 1776 proved
too late to reverse the two hundred years of injustice to the Indians.

With all the fiery rhetoric from the great "American'revolutionaries,
nowhere was there a voice questioning the right of the colonists to be
in lands not legitimately theirs. Nowhere even was there a voice
demanding a new deal for the American Indians. (Council on
Interracial Books for Children, ibid,, p. 48.)

The army of 'ragged continentals" which defeated the world's greatest
colonial power was comprised of common people-the small farmers,
artisans, and workingmen, including many Blacks-but the leaders, on
the other hand, were merchants, lawyers, and wealthy landowners. (Not
a single signer of the Declaration was a workingman, a Black, a woman,
or an Indian.) From the point of view of the merchants and planters, the
Revolution was for freedom, property, and empire.It was the wealthier
strata among the colonists which determined the main course of events
after the war, and it is hardly surprising, therefore, that westward
expansion was the name of the game.

The Revolutionary War, like most important events in history,
contained profound contradictions. On the positive side, its great
liberating contribution was the overthrow of British rule and the
establishment of an independent republican form of government, based
on the idea of a popular sovereignty, where the people are citizens rather
than subjects.

It eliminated the last vestiges of feudalism, as primogeniture, quitrent,
entail. It contributed to the termination of imprisonment for debt
and indentured servitude. It provided for the separation of church
and state; it helped promote some aspects of the rights of women; it
led to the manumission of several thousand slaves and to the
elimination of chattel slavery in the North and to some forward
movement in the outlawing of the international slave trade.

The Declaration of Independence postulated the equality of all
men, truly a revolutionary idea for the eighteenth century. Of course,
it authors meant men and not women; tley meant men of property
and not indentured men, enslaved men, Bliack men, nor the 300,0Ci0
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Indians then living in the colonies.
.. . But for its time even the limited meaning of its usage was a

significant advance over conditions then prevailing in the world.
(Aptheker, op. cit., pp. 4Hl.)
Also on the negative side, the original demand for the complete

abolition of slavery, put forward in an early draft of the Declaration of
Independence, was dropped as a concession to conservative Southern
planters. It remained for the Civil War, almost one hundred years later,
to complete what the first revolution had begun. (And even then, the
newly freed slaves were soon forced into a system of peonage through
sharecropping, the poll tax, and Ku Klux Klan terror.)

Of all the diverse segments on colonial society, the Indians stood to
gain the least from the Revolutionary War. This was because of the land
question. In Helen Hunt Jackson's Century of Dishonor (Andrew R.
Rolle, ed., Harper and Row, New York, 1965, p. 16) we learn that North
Carolina and Virginia, to a great extent, paid their officers and soldiers
in tlre war by grants of Indian lands in the forbidden territory. *It was
one of the great resources which sustained the war, not only by those
states but by other states." It is hardly surprising, therefore, to learn tJrat

there was hardly a single Indian tribe of consequenoe which joined the
colonists in the Revolution of 1776.

Had the founding fathers really believed what they professed-liberty
and equality for all-they would have used their powers to bring us
to halt the land grabbing of the western settlers and an end to the
gross, profiteering schemes of the Ohio Company and other land
speculators ... (Council on Interracial Books, op. cit., p. 48.)

As a Revolutionary general, George Washington ordered 40 Seneca
villages burned to the ground and all food supplies destroyed, in
retaliation for the Indians' support of the British. (Search and destroy
missions so early!) And as the first President of the United States, he
presided over a "just war" to open the Northwest Territory to
settlement. By then, however, he had come to favor a more "orderly"
process of expansion, the mercantilist method of treaty-making.

The peace settlement of 1783 at the end of the Revolutionary War
compleiely abolished the Appalachian demar.:etion line, the old frontier.
Later, *the huge territory between the Appalacliian Mountains and the
Mississippi River, stolen from the Indians in the period between the
Revolutionary War and the Civil War, was cut up into a dozen states"
(Foster, op. cit., p. 217). This more than doubled the territory of the
original thirteen colonies. Almost two-thirds of the new territory was
unoccupied by white men. The economic precesses set into motion by
the Revolutionary War continued into the next one hundred years of
U.S. expansion across the continent.

I
I
I

I



FIDET CASTRO

The Mistakes That Have
Been Macle*

At this poin! however, it is necessary to speak of our mistakes.
Revolutions usually have their utopian periods, in which their pro-
tagonists, dedicated to the noble task of turning their dreams into
reality and putting their ideals into practice, assume that the his-
torical goals are much nearer, and that ment will, desires and
intentions, towering over the objective facts, can accomplish any-
thing. It is not that revolutionaries should have neither dreams nor
indomitable will. Without a bit of dream and utopia there would
have been no revolutionaries. Now and again, men stop, because
they regard as unsurmountable obstacles things that are not really
such. Our own history shows that the difficulties that appeared to
be insuperable could be surmounted. But the revolutionary also has

to be a realist, to act in keeping with historical and social laws, and
to draw on the inexhaustible wellspring of political science and uni-
vcrsal experience for the knowledge which is indispensable in guid-
ing revolutionary processes. We must also know ho-w to learn from
the facts and the realities.

Now and again, the utopian attitude likewise goes hand in hand
with a certain contempt for the experience of other processes.

The $erm of chauvinism and of the petty-bourgeois spirit infecting
those of us who entered upon the ways of revolution by merely in-
tellectual means tends to develop, sometimes unconsciously, some

attitudes tlat may be regarded as self-conceit and excessive self-
esteem.

The Cuban Revolution has certainly made some important contri-
butions to the world revolutionary movement. The fact of being the
ffrst socialist revolution in the hemisphere bestows upon it a certain
historical distinction. These contributions have been made in the
ffeld of actio:r, but they have also enriehed revolutionary theory by
their practice, initiatives and example.

From the outset, however, the Cuban Revolution failed to take
advantage of the rich experience of other peoples who had under-

--w" 
present here excerpts from the report of Fidel Castro to the

First Congress of the Communist Party of Guba, December 17-22, 1976,
The complete text of the report may be ordered from Imported Pub-
lications, 820 Wr Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610, $2.26.

MISTATES THAT HAVE BEEN MADE

taken the construction of socialism long before we had. Had we
been humbler, had we not overestimated ourselves, we would have
been able to understand that revolutionary theory was not suffieiently
developed in our country and that we actually lacked solidly ground-
ed Marxist economists and scientists to be able to make any really
signiffcant contribution to the theory and practice of socialist con-
struction; we would have searched with a modesty befftting revolu-
tionaries for everything that could be learned from these sources

and applied in our country's speciffc conditions.
This certainly did not imply any renunciation of a cool analysis

of the speciffc characteristics of our situation and our economy so

as to apply what is useful and to reject what is not in each case.

It was not a matter of mere imitation, but of the correct application
of many useful experiences in the sphere of economic direction.

Marxism-Leninism is ultimately a scienee that has enriched itself
extraordinarily with the practice of the peoples building socialism.
The Cuban revolutionaries can enrieh this heritage, but we cannot
ignore what others have contributed. Even though our conditions
were extremely difficult, what with the economic blockade and the
underdevelopment, the intelligent use of this experience would have
been a great help.

It is unquestionable that during all these years of the Revolution
extraordinary advances have been made. Very ambitious plans have
been fulfflled. Much progress has been made in improving the peo-
plet welfare, satisfying their needs, implementing a number of
projects in the economic infrastructure, and in recent years, this
advance has achieved a high pace.

But it is also necessary to admit that in many instances our re-
sources have not been used to the utmost. Our economic manage-

ment has not been as efficient as it might have been. Not the best
possible economic direction methods have been put into practice.
Our administrative cadres, on the whole, do not have the required
economic knowledge, the required concern for matters regarding
costs and production efficiency generally. It is impossible to estimtrte

what this lack of economic awareness has cost us and is costing us

in overtime work and excessive inputs of material resources.
In guiding our economy, we have undoubtedly made some ideal-

istic mistakes and have, now and again, ignored the reality of
existing obiective economic Iaws by which we must abide.

In the ftrst few years after starting the construction of socialism,
two eeonomic direction systems coexisted: budget ffnancing which
covered most of industry, and economie acrounting whieh was partly

I
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introduced in agriculture, foreign trade and a smaller part of
industry.

trn order to cope with the 1961 zafra (sugar harvest), it was neses-
sary to establish a central fund for ftnancing this activity. This fund
was the embryo of the budget-ffnancing system fostered by Che and
applied in industry, which constituted an important efiort to estab-
lish centralized planing, to elaborate an accounting and statistical
economic system, struetured down to ground level, to centralize the
use of scarce qualiffed personnel and modern control and adminis-
tration techniques. This system put particular emphasis on cost
control, organization of productive units with a common technolog;r
into consolidated enterprises and guarantees of the strictest admin-
istrative control over them.

However, the budget system of ffnancing undobutedly turned out
to be highly centralized and made very restricted use of economic
levers, commercial relations and material incentives.

The very nature of agriculture and its great dependence on natural
factors made it neoessary to give a higher degree of autonomy to
the lower levels, which is why it was advisable to set up a system
of economic accounHng with a lesser degree of centralization, which
was done.

Still, agriculture was less than assured of productive resouroes:
subsidies had to be constantly granted from the budget; bank control
was very weak; in general, the granting of credit was carried out
automatically and there were no incentive funds ffnanced out of the
results of the economic activities of the cooperatives. Due to this, the
system of economic accounting worked only partially and in a very
limited way.

At the beginning of the Revolution, there was some discussion as
to which of the two systems was the more adequate. But there was
no deep_analysis and no decision was adopted, so that both systems
coexisted for several years.

The fact is that there was no coherent direction system of the
entire eeonomy, and in those circumstances we took the less correct
decision-that of inventing a new procedure.

Putting an idealist interpretation on Marxism and shunning the
practical experience of the other socialist countries, we tried to
establish our own methods. In consequence, the form of management
established was a far cry from the economic accounting in general
use in the socialist countries, and from the budget-ffnancing system
that was ffrst being tried out in Cuba, tolbther with a new system
of economic. records, preceded by the elimination of all commercial
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forms and the abolition of charges and payments between units of
the state sector. To some of us this seemed to be too capitalistiq
because we failed to understand the need to preserve the fonns of
commercial relations between state enterprises. In fact, the state
budget was eliminated, $ving way to thi allocation oi monetary
resources for payrolls, and for credit and purchase-and-sale relations
with the private sector.

The payments and reqeipts were, in practice, abolished from the
second quarter of 1967. At the end of 1967, the new system of eco-
nomic records was substituted for the existing accounting system.

-By _th" end of 1965, the Ministry of Finance had already 
-been 

dis-
solved and the National Bank resbuctured. The last budget adopted
was that for 1967, but its implementation was not controlled,-be-
cause from the second quarter charges and payments were no longer
being made.

Together with this other trends began to develop. The policy of
gratuitous relations, which is not iustiffed in some cases, was carried
forward in 196'7, and reached a peak in 1968 and 1969. In 1968, the
conneetion between salaries and output was severed. Work-hour
schedules on the basis of consciousness and renunciation of pay for
extra hours worked were stimulated. In 1967, interest on credits
and the taxes collected from farmers were abolished. The last tax,
that on cut sugar-cane, was abolished on ]uly 7 of that same year.

Failure to take account of remuneration according to work mark-
edly increased the excess currency in circulation against a back-
ground of shortages in goods and services, which created favorable
eonditions for and stimulated absenteeism and lack of labor disci-
pline. Together with the need to eliminate unemployment, to attend
to the country's most urgent social and human needs, and to carry
on development in the conditions of a blockaded nation, this made
it absolutely impossible to avoid having an excess of currency in
circulation in that period of the Revolution.

When it might have seemed as though we were drawing nearer
to communist forms of production and distribution, we were acfually
pulling away from the correct methods of ffrst building socialism.

The methqds applied made no eontribution at all to creating eco-
nomic awareness.

When this system was implemented, our administrativo cadres,
who had really never had any great experience in economic manage-
ment or any special concern for costs, ceased to take account of this
indicator or of the expenditure of manpower and of material re-
sources, in general, arrd began to focus aitention only on output tar-
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gets, while, on the other hand, fulffllment or unfulffllment did not
in any way affect the facto4y's collective.

In 1967, studies in the Political Economy of Socialism at the Uni-
verysity and the career of Public Accountant were abolished. The
enrollment of students at the Institutes of Economics, which during
the 1964-1965 academic yeal. came to 4,818 students, dropped- to
1,838 students during the 1969-1970 academic year, and it was only
during the following year that there,, was a relative increase.

In this period, mistakes were also made in the political ffeld. In
1962, the phenomenon of sectarianism had already appeared, but it
was analyzed and overcome in due time. At this point, other negative
trends appeared:

In 1966, the study of Marxism-Leninism began to decline.
From 1965, some confusion on the functions of the Party and those

of the state began to manifest itself.
Between 1967 and 1970, the Party focussed its attention on the

Administration and often substituted for it.
The labor unions ceased to play their role and, especially starting

from the 12th Congress held in 1966, the Vanguard Workers' Move-
ment began to develop and in practice replaced the labor move-
ment.

The role of the mass organizations in general declined.
The fact that our P"tty- had shortcom-ings at its directing Ievels

influenced the development of these problems, although its member-
ship was militant and enthusiastic and had been steadily growing
since its foundation-on the basis of the three organizations which
merged their forces-and even though the Central Committee had
been set up in 1965. After the criticism of sectarianism, most of the
energies went into the building up and development of the ground
levels but the Central Committee had virtually no apparatus.

For years the Party's activities had been conducted by the Secre-

tariat of Organization. The Political Bureau actually functioned as

the Party's highest authority, but in practice the Central Committee
did not exercise its functions. In addition to this, the Bureau-com-
posed of comrades who were in charge of many state functions-
considered the most important political questions, but no strictly
systematic work was done in the direction of the Party and the state.

We would not be honest revolutionaries if, when rendering an ae-
count of the Revolution, we did not bluntly tell the First Congress
of the Party that we were not always capable of discovering the
problems in due time, of avoiding mistakes, of making good omis-
sions and acting absolutely in keeping with the working methods
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that shorld guide the direction and the functioning of the Party.
Since our people's revolutionary work is to be lasting and since the
Party is its most absolute guarantee, it is necessary that the present
and future generations of Communists should know that these short:
comings existed and these mistakes were made in the process. fn
the making of history, independently of the obiective laws, we men
play a role, and no one can absolve us from the mistakes we may
have made. As an illustrious teacher said, truth alone can invest us
with the mantle of manhood.

We have pointed out, with the same conviction with which we
maintain it that our organization is already a great Party, courageous
and vigorous, forged in the fames of an extraordinary Revolution
that has left those difficulties behind it, and tha! on the basis of
very- solid rules and principles, with an iron and rigorous discipline,
spotles,s ilurig and heroic militancy, will lead our people toward the
most-digniffed and wonderful future. The historic Congess we are
now holding is the most eloquent proof of this.

Analyzing the existing situation, we said on May 20, lg70:

W_e hqve to go back to all these questions that were brought
ogt by the criti--cism of sectarianism:'how the Parg must woik,
what mass organizations are. how important they 

- 
are. For the

l""ty ir not a mass organization; the Parg is selective, the Party
isavanguard....

The Party must be a selection of the most detemrined men, it
T*t ty to go on being fflled with the best of our. working peo-
ple, 1nd, as it was stated at that time, the Party must attJnd to
and develop the mass organizations, instead of itself becoming a
mass organization.

_We must strengthen the political apparatus. The Party does not
adminish-ate-. It guides, it directs, it induces, it supports, it guaran.
tees the fulffllment of the plans of the direction 6f the Revilution
everywhere.

The mistakes which had been made and the lines to follow wero
set forth before the whole people on |uly %J, L970.
On September 28 of that year, emphasizing this question, we said:

At this momenf, we are enggaed in a great efiort to develop
our-workers' organizations to the utrnost. Because, unfortunately,
in the past two years our workers' organizations have fallen b6-
hind, and the blame does not fall on the organizations or on the
workers, brrt on us, on the Party, on the pohltical direction of the
country. . . .
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This was the result of some idealism; and in this \ilay, by,crea-
ting an organization, whose importance we do not doubg the
organization of Vanguard Workers, the workers' movement in
general was overlooked. There was also some identiftcation of
the Pa4y and the Administration, and this complicated tbe situa-
tion. . . .

And the role of our Party-let this be well understood-cannot
and will never be that of replacing the Administration, nor that
o{ replacing t\ mass 

-organlzations, but that of directing this
formidable revolution of tEe masses.

The &ficulties were clearly set forth before the people. Important
meetings of the leadership of-the Party and great niUoial proiuction
assemblies were held with the representatives of all the workers
and managements. From 1970 on, an unintemrpted process of ad-
vance on all the working fronts of the Revolution was initiated hav-
ing these among its most outstanding acts:

The recovery and strengthening of tho mass organizations, the
labor unions in the ffrst place.

The strengthening of the Party and the delineation of its functions
and those of state and mass organizations.

The strengthening of the state apparatus.
The adjustment of salaries to output rates and other measures re-

sulting from the historical 13th Congress of the CTC, whose impact
has become evident.

The minimization of undue gratuity practices and other measrues
which have helped to bring in order the internal ffnances.

The partial re-establishment of economic controls and emphasis
on accounting and cost-cutting.

A start on the reduction of the excess money supply through great-
er production of consumer goods and services, greater availability
of durable goods and higher prices for non-essentials, like alcoholic
beverages, cigarettes and cigars.

If, in spite of the shortcomings of the direction slstem which was
established in 1967 and which is still in force, the country has
achieved extraordinary economic advances in recent years, this is
due basically to the level of consciousness attained by the masses
and their boundless enthusiasm, to the strengthening of the party
and state apparatus and of the mass organizations, arrd to our peo-
ple's remarkable response to every call issued by the Revolution.
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Tlw Economy Direction SYstem

However, the time has come to back up that drive with the imple'
mentation of an adequate economic direction system to educate, pre-

pare and teach the people to have an awareness of economic factors

wtrictr our cadres lack, so as to enable us to attain the highest eco-

nomic efficiency, one of our main obiectives.
The system worked out and being proposed to the Congess is

based on the practical experience of all the socialist counhies.
This experience has been realistically considered in an effort to

adapt it to our conditions. This has been done with great care and

on a rather conservative basis.
The proposed system takes into account the operation of economic

laws that govern socialist construction, and that exist independently
of our will and desires. Among these laws is the law of value, thc
need to have receipt-and-payment relations among all the enterprises,
including those of the state, and that in these relations and in the
various economic relations in general, money, prices, finances, btrdgct
taxes, credits, interest and other commercial categories should func-
tion as indispensable instruments, to enable us to estimate the trs

we make of our productive resouroes and to determino, in the
nutest detail, to the last centavo, how much we put into each one
our products; to decide which investrment is the most advantageous;
to learn which enterprises, which units, which collectives of w6rkers
perform bes! and wlich perform worst; and so be able to adopt the
appropriate measures.

In addition, this system will show which enterprises produce over
arrd 

_above their production inputs, and which do not. For society,
the development of vital activities, Iike education and health, which
take up a great deal of material resources but do not turn out ma-
terial goods, depends on the enterprises producing over and above
their inputs. Cultural, recreational, defense and other needs also
depend on such enterprises, everything that is ffnanced from the
budget. In _addition, the economic development of the counbry de-
pends on them.

The. enterprises producing over and above their inputs are the
ones-that operate with proff! with profttability. And as-an incentive
[o-r their performance, the system envisages that a part of that con-
tribution to the national economy should remain in the hands ,

the collective of workers, to be uied for solving the social problenrs
of that collective and rewarding the most outsianding woriers.

--The 
system also implies a ceitain autonomy in the"use and han-

dling of resources by each enterprise; to seir or rent out unused
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ftxed assets, to decide to go into marginal production from waste,
etc., without modifying their main production plan.

The mere link-up of output rates and salaries starting frorn the
CTC's 18th Congress decisions has brought about remarkable pro-
ductivity increases in all the centers and sectors where it has been
applied.

With the proposed Economy Direction System we seek to boost
economic efficiency and the growth of labor productivity, to make
available resources yield more than they do at present.

But, under socialism, no system can be a substitute for politics,
ideology, and the people's consciousness; because the factors that
determine efficiency in a capitalist economy are different and can
never operate under socialism, so that the political aspect the ideo-
lo$cal aspect, and the moral aspect continue to be the crucial facte

This system is going to help us to organize the economy; it is

going to make each one of us keep the control records we have to
keep, to promote greater involvement of the workers, and, above all,
to spread economic awareness among our political and administra-
tive ca&es.

Many of these mechanisms will not, of coursg attain absolut
efficiency from the outset, owing to the conditions in our economy,
.the conditions of rationing; thus, the value of material incentives is
relative since some things are distributed through rationing. Besides,
our counbyt foreign trade has very special characteristics; we de-
pend on two or three commodities and, above all, on one-sugar-
whose prices are very unstable, and all of this creates difficulties.

On the other hand, it must be taken into account that the fact
that we base ourselves on the profftability criterion does not mean
that we are going to close down any indispensable factories. The
profftability criterion shows us which factory is the most backward
technolo$cally, which the costlies! into which industry the invest-
ments have to go first; which new industry has to be substituted for
another one ffrst; but it does not at all mean that the economy is not
going to be planned, that it is not going to have centralized direc-
tion, strongly centralized direction, with strong authority in the cen-
tr-al org-anisms, whose main objective is not pr-offt, as it is under capit-
alism, but satisfaction of the people's mateiial and spiritual require-
ments.

These are mechanisms designed to improve eficiency, incentive
mechanisms designed to improve efficiency, incentive mechanisms
contributing to this objective, but we canno! for a momen! assume
that these mechanisms are going to solve all our problems; in no
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sense does this rnean reducing, in whatever form, the Partyt role,
the state's role in directing these acHvities, to say nothing of the role
of political education and of the ideological education of the masses.

If we assumed for one moment that by merely applying this Econ-
omy Direction System the enterprises are going to function smoothly
and all our problems are going to be solved, and that, therefore, we
can do without ideological work among the masses or that we
can do without moral incentives, we would be making a great mis-
take, because it is absolutely impossible for economic mechanisms
and incentirles to be as efficient under socialism as they are under
capitalism, for the only thing that functions under capitalism is in-
centive and economic pressure brought to bear with their full force,
namely, hunger, unemployment, and so on. Over here, some rather
restricted economic incentives function as mechanisms to improve
economy efficiency, to provide fair rewards for workers and groups
of workers who give more to society through their work and through
their effort, but, above all, the functioning of this system will enable
the Party, the state and the workers themselves to have a better
knowledge of the efficiency with which the productive resources are
being used; it will enable all functionaries and all cadres of the Party
and the state to be more conscious of economic factors and so better
to prepare themselves for directing the economy, all of which amount
to a true economic school.

Together with this, and as a component of the principles upon
which the Economy Direction System is based, moral incentives
must be ampliffed, because while having spoken at great length
about moral incentives, we have actually held out only a few. We
must raise the role of moral incentives to a much highel level. There
is still much to be done in the ffeld of moral incentives and in deep-
ening the consciousness of the masses.

To put the system successfully into practice, the following factors
are necessary:

That the leaders of the Party and, above all, of the state, should
regard its implementation as a matter of personal concern, and a

matter of honor; that they should realize its vital importance and the
need to work hard to apply it consistently, in an organized and co-
ordinated manner, always under the direction of the National Com-
mission set up for this purpose.

That the leaders of the state organisms and of the.existing enter-
prises should examine all the structural and functional changes
which the state organisms are to undergo in accordance with the
requirements of the Direction System, linked to the extension of the
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Organs of the Peoples' Power and to the implementation of the new
Politico-Administrative Direction.

Thlt everyone, without exception, should meet the envisaged dead-
Iines for each task to be accomplished in irnplementing the Economic
Direction System according to what has been contemplated in the
Work Schedule for the coming years, which will be Jubmitted for
consideration by this First Congress.

To strengthen and develop the organisms which have been recently
set up and those still to'be set up as components of the institutions
r-equired by the implementation of the Economy Direction System:
the Committee for Prices, the Technical Materials Supply Committee,
the Minishy of Finance and the Boards of ArbitraUon.'

To train economic cadres for the various levels, and to $ve the
leaders of state, Party and mass organizations, and especially the
managers of entelprises, adequate grounding in the necessary eco-
n-omic knowledge. In this sense, to make the Ministy of Education,
the University and the Party schools responsible for the systematic
training-of cadres, and to urge the need for crash courses in the early
period, like the one which has now been started and like those which
will be started in February.

To &sseminate broad lorowledge of the System, its principles and
its mechanisms by means of publications reaching the masses, so as
to help the working people to understand it Ttre success of the
System will crucially depend on the erdent to which the working
people are acquainted with it. . . .

I know, comrades,o that some of you were pained when we ana-
Iyzed_our mistakes; I also know that some comrades were truly up
set when we spoke of the sources of petty-bourgeois auitudes arid
chauvinism, which usually afiect those who have reached the path
of the Revolution along purely intellectual ways. But if many df us
were not proletarians, if many of us were not exploited peasants,
if our class background failed objectively to make ui revolutionaries,
what were the ways in which we could have ioined the Revolution
but the ways_ of thought, of vocation, and human sensibility? perhaps
because we had some revolutionary genes in our make-up? It may
well be that I had inherited these from my ancestors, exploited
peasants in Galicia? It could be so. That is what we wanted to say,
and that is the truth. We could not maintain that the world is full
of revolutionaries. On the contrary, we can say that the world is full
of petty bourgeois. We can truly say that the world abounds in
people who arrive at revolutionary positions through purely intel-
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Iectual ways, but who carry with them their crass pre-conceptions
and these traits. There are many such people of i,atin Arnerica,

Iyrop", everywherg and that is the truth. we constantly come across
this spirit. what else can \pe do but recognize this truih? And what
better- proof is there that we are be$nning to overcome and eradi-
cate these origins, than our understanding of the fact that we have
them?
. Nor is this an urge for self-criticism alone. we have made a nec€s-

sary analysis oJ our mistakes, without any exaggerations. A more
exhaustive anllrsis would have revealed many ilore mistakes. we
have- indicated only the most essential of these. what is more, as a
revolutionary principle, comrades, self-criticism is always a thousand
times more preferable than self-complaceney. It will always be more
preferable to tone down one's virtuis than to indulge in'self-praiset

- we- truly believe that revolutionary leaders shodJ constantly ana-
Iyze their work in a spirit of self-crititism in private,'if not in fublic.lve should always be $ving an accuunt tg our conscience. lt cao
never feel self-satisffed, because a self-satisffed man is not a revolu-
tionary.

What do we need? Is it praise? No. The men who have the con-
ffdence of the collective and of their people, tte men who are vested
y,tr g""t power in virtue of their office to which they are appointed
by__$eir comp-atriots, what they need is not praise.

. 
mlt does history show? That men have ivierded power and have

abused it. Even in revolutiurary proc€sses, some men acquire er-
traordinary power,_above all in'tt ffrst pirase, i",the 

"*iy y""rr.
when the process has been institutionalizld, when a party'already
exists, when the rules have been established, and when these rules
have been kanslated in practice into the c,rture of the community,
then there are no dangers.

. But at the-stage of the revolutionary process through which we all
have.gone, thc danger- was great: thl danger of vaiity, the danger
oJ self-exaltation, the d11gur of haughtinessl the habit of having au-

lhority, t}_re habit of wielding powe{of exercising power. How many
dangers Iurk therel How many mistakes huma-nity has committei
because of this throughout its historyt

Ii is very important, therefore, ihroughout this whole period_
and ever after-that the- men who have po*u, and great risponsi
bilities vested in them by their compatriots should f,ave the^ duty
to be ffrm and the duty to be rigorous with respect to themselvei.
we believe that this is a principle that our party slhould always abide
by,-even though in our Party, in our future, men win come'individ-
ually to count for less and'less, the leaders individually to count
for less and less.

r[

;l

,f

I

* The following is an excerpt from Fidel Castro,s summary remarks.
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In the past, a rural doctor had everything he wanted. He was a
delegate of the party which existed there. If there was a need to
elect a councillor, he was elected. An alcalde, he again. A represen-
tative, he again. A senator, he again. The doctor was the only man
who knew anything in the village. But what would have happened
in that village if all its inhabitants became doctors? That is what hap-
pens in the Revolution.

At some speciffc moment, some men play a role, an outstanding
role. Everyone believes in these men.

The masses are ignorant, illiteracy prevails everywhere; and so a
few men who have had the privilege of going to a university come
to know a little more than the rest.

That is why in almost all the revolutionary processes to this day,
many of those who elaborated the ideology did not come from the
lowest sections; but because they had access to the universities, to
which the worker, the peasant and the common man of the people
had no access, they had a great role to play. After all, even Marx
and Engels were not proletarians. They were able to study at uni-
versities. The workers who had to toil for 16 and L7 hours a day at
a factory were unable to elaborate the theory of Marxism-Leninism.

But with the Revolution, the universities are opened to everyone,

culfure is opened up to everyone, and there comes a time when
knowledge no longer belongs to a few individuals, but to the masses.

Like all the socialist revolutions, our Revolution is advancing along
a way in which knowledge gradually becomes the possession of the
masses. This means that there will no longer be any great distino'
tions between the knowledge of individuals and the knowledge of
the masses. And there will come a time when these distinctions be-
come minimal, f mean the distinction between the knowledge of the
leaders and of those who are led.

Strictly speaking, there are no geniuses in mankind, but only out-
standing personalities. You must have read about the prizes being
awarded to some individuals, but genius is not inherent in individ-
uals, but in the masses. When someone has achieved prominence in
mathematics, it is because hundreds of thousands of others have not
had the opportunity to study mathematics. When someone has

achieved prominence in political economy, or history, or in any other
branch of human knowledge, this means that others have not had
rhe opportunities to study. But when the masses obtain access to cul-
ture, to study, to knowledge, the distinctions tend to disappear, be-
cause instead of one genius there are a thousand, ten thousand. But
where there are ten tlousand geniuses, there is no individual genius,

but,1, collective genius.

COMMUNICATIONS
DANIET MASON

The Origins of McCarthyism and
the Partisan Review

The recent publication of Lillian
Hellman's Scoundrel Timn and lhe
release of Martin Ritt's film "The
Front," both of which deal with
certain aspects ofthe political reign
of terror in the late 1940s and early
1950s, open the way for a reassess-
ment of that period whieh has been
erroneously labeled the McCarthy
period. However, the danger exists
that such a reevaluation may be
bloeked by the misdirected storm
over the refusal of Little, Brown
and Company to publish a book by
Diana Trilling, one of those exposed
by Ms Hellman. Mrs. Trilling, in
her book, reportedly made some
attacks on Ms Hellman. The
reevaluation of the period may also
be stymied by such slick accusa-
tions as that of Hilton Kramer in
the Nat; Yurk Times of October 3,
1976. (Kramer does not identify
himself as a member of the small
coterie who wrote for and edited
Partisan Rwiew, and who were the
subject of Ms Hellman's book. If
anyone seeks enlightenment on this
debate, he has first to read
Partison Rwisw from 1946 on to
see the coincidence between Kra-
mefs T'imns piece and the views
expressed in the Partison Reaisw.)

Mc0arthyism did not originate
with Senator Joseph MeCarthy. He
and his ilk were only the end

product of an extremely well
planned operation that began with
the conclusion of World War II in
1945. When the operation had been
steamrollered successfully, and
McCarthy had extended himself a
little too far, the conceivers of the
operation dumped McCarthy, and
covered their tracks by proclaim-
ing McCarthyism an aberration
from the American "democratic"
tradition. They even turned every-
thing upside down and finally
ended up accusing anyone who
sought to criticize Nixon and other
proto-fascists as employing
McCarthyism.

To understand what really
happened, it is necessary to recall
some facts about the immediate
post-World l{ar II period. When
that war ended with the smashing
of German Nazism, Italian fascism
and Japanese militarism, the
possibility existed for permanent
world peace, the extension of
democracy, the liberation of '

enslaved colonies and semi-
colonies, and the improvement of
the lot of the common people
everywhere through the coopera-
tion of the United States and the
Soviet Union.

But the ruling class of the United
States saw in this a grave peril to
their interests. As J. Carleton
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Hayes, the U.S. historian and
diplomat, pointed out in his
ConternpmorA Eu,rope Sinne 1870:

The Second World War, from lg39 to
1945, was the decisive factor in the
waning of Western imperialism. The
war was more truly a world war than
the First, and its effects were
correspondingly more far-reaching. (P.
748.)

U.S. monopoly capitalism was
frightened by the possibility of the
weakening of imperialism, particu-
larly since it had seized hegemony
of world imperialism in World War
II. It therefore rejected coopera-
tion. The professed foreign policy
aim of U.S. monopoly capitalism
was "containment of the socialist
world," or "pushing back the
boundaries of Communism." But
what was really involved was the
suppression of the democratic
yearnings of the people of Western
Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin
Ameriea, frustrating their hopes
for economic and political indepen-
dence. Also, by undermining the
influence of its imperialist rivals,
particularly Britain and France, it
sought to establish its dominanee in
that portion of the world which had
not yet won emancipation from
capitalism and colonialism.

U.S. imperialism saw two road-
blocks to its achievement of these
aims. The first of these was the
Soviet Union. It believed that its
seeming monopoly of atomic arms
would serve to neutralize the
USSR. As lVashington eolumnists
Joseph and Stewart Alsop revealed:

Sooner or later, however, the
existeRce of the new weapons will make
it necessary to find outwhether Russian
policy can be radically changed.. (Nal
York HgralilTribung, March 18, 1946.)
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The second roadblock was the
American people. To achieve its
foreign policy aims, it would be
necessary for imperialism to
frighten the nation into acceptance
of its objectives abroad and to
hamstring all the efforts of the
masses to improve their domestic
conditions.

This would not be an easy task.
How far forward the people of the
U.S. had moved in their political
thinking was revealed in a national
opinion poll in 1946 (after Washing-
ton had already begun its anti-
democratic, cold war campaign)
which showed that a majority of
those polled opposed the illegaliza-
tion of the Communist Party. \{ith
relation to the Soviet Union; the
people of the U.S. had already,
during World War II, developed
strong feelings of friendship
because of the demonstration of
purpose and bravery of the USSR.
Both this and the strategy of U.S.
imperialism were made clear in a
dispatch from Berlin, which
appeared in the New York Timns,
March 22, L947, wherein C.L.
Sulzberger reported:

Certain diplomats believe that this
[Iranian] crisis may have been deliber-
ately seized upon by the United States
government to crystallize public
opinion and strengthen the American
hand in the dickering about to be
resumed at the United Nations
Organization.

According to these observers, the
momentum of pro-Soviet feeling
worked up during the war to support
the Grand Alliance had continued too
heavily after the armistice . . . This
made it difficult for the Administration
to carry out the stiffer diplomatic policy
required now, For this reosu4 thcse
obsen)ers beli,eue, a cam,pui4n ttms
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worlced, up to obtain a bettor pryclw-
logical fularue of public opinion, tn
pennittha Gwernmmttn adopt a hardcr
linn. (Emphasis added.)

This was the genesis of what was
years later given the name of
McCarthyism to obscure its pro-
genitors and its true aims. The
slogans were against Communism
and the Soviet Union. The aim was
to blind the people of the United
States regarding monopoly capital-
ism's imperialist objectives and to
isolate them from the forces that
might open their eyes again.

To make this possible, it was
necessary to silence the writers,
journalists, actors, teachers, anyone
who might have an impact on the
thinking of the people of the U.S.
The majority of these were
subsumed under the label of
"liberal" and were opposed to the
anti-democratie, anti-Soviet poli-
cies of the government. But there
was a small grouping of "intel-
lectuals" centered around Partison
Rwisw that had, even during
World War II, when most of the
nation was united to defeat the
forces of fascism, sought to weaken
the bonds of alliance between the
U.S. and the Soviet Union. The
smallness of this group may be
indicated by the fact that the so-
called Berlin Congress for Cultural
Freedom which was held in June
1950, long after the silencing
campaign had begun, could bring
together only a hundred delegates
from twenty countries for a
propaganda and organizational
campaign against the Soviet Union.
Among the U.S. delegates were
James Burnham (who later became
an extreme reactionary), James T.
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Farrell, George Schuyler, the
right-wing Black journalist, and
Sidney Hook. H.R. Trevor-Roper,
the anti-Communist British histori-
an, who attended the Congress as a
delegate, Iater described it as a plot
conceived by war-mongering,
rootless, European ex-Communists,
assisted by their U.S. allies. This
was an apt description of the group
around the Portisan Reuia4 which
also included lVilliam Phillips,
Philip Rahv, IVilliam E. Barrett
and Lionel and Diana Trilling.
They were, indeed, a small group,
but they were able to initiate
an operation which had a most
destructive effect on the entire
intellectual and cultural life of the
nation. That such a small group
could do this was because it was
supported by all the instruments of
state power of the U.S. monopoly
capitalists. It does not matter
whether they were paid or not,
although there are indications that
some of their activities were funded
by those forces.

I do not intend here to discuss the
havoe wreaked by these "intellec-
tuals," who were just as much
gangsters as the leaders of organ-
ized crime, with whom Washington
allied itself in pursuit of its
disastrous foreign policy. I seek
here only tn tear off their disguise
of "anti-Communism" and "anti-
Sovietism" and to reveal their true
aims.

These were made elear in an
editorial entitled: "The'Liberal'
Fifth Column" in Partisan Rw,iew,
Summer 1946. It declared: ". . .As
long as American policy is weak
and halting, the peoples of Europe
will persist in believing that the
United States intends to withdraw 
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altogpther from Europe, and they
will gravitate helplessly-and
under the threat of terror-into the
Russian orbit "

Crying speciously "appease-
ment" the Portison Raliau) editor-
ial continued:

If war is that inevitable, does it not
become a man's duty to cry stinking fish
and face up to thg inevitability? Was
war against Hitler avoided by appease-
ment? ...If war between Russia and
the United States is not inevitable, then
perhaps the only way to avoid it is to
stop licking Stalin's boots . . .

But then the editors of. Partison
Rwiott really came to the heart of
the matter for them, an attack upon
the "liberals," a threat against
them and a call for a purge of them:

. . . . we have in our midst a powerfully
vocal lobby willing to override all
concerns of international democracy
and decency in the interests of a foreign
power. The foci of this infection are the
newspapers PM, and the liberal
weeklies the Nation, and the iVear
Rpptthlic. Insofar as the advantage of
this foreign power becomes an exclusive
end in itself, this lobby functions . . . as
a virtual Fifth Column. Whether those
who march always know where they are
going, whether they are confused about
their purposes or are really taken in by
sham purposes, they are not any the less
a Fifth Column...

The Partisqn Reuisw editorial
then denounces the liberals with
the epithets later copied by the
McCarthyites:

No; however you try to cast up the
"liberal" accounts, you cannot make
them come out right; you can find no
consistent principle behind their
support of Russia. . . , the "liberals" can
only be described as Russian patriots.
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I4re therefore call them a Fifth
Column. lVe do not mean by this that
they are officially designated and peid
by this foreign power; nor do we claim
to say what the term of their senrices
will be. . . . But this does not mitigate
their guilt for a campaign of conceal-
ment, misrepresentation, and deception
in the interest of a foreign power . . . We
are long since familiar with the fact
that the Cdmmunist Party is a Fifth
Column , , , The "libero,ls" lraae beoomn a
mure potofi and daflgerous FW
Column ei.rue they arcceed, indBehi,W a
good, mnnu mme peoplz, (Emphasis
added.)

And the Partison Review editorial
concluded thus:

The word "liberal" now retains
nothing but a denotative value, and that
is whywe have persisted in keepingit in
quotation marlc throughout. Whether
or not the "liberals" here spoken of will
ever earn the removal of quotation
marks from their "liberalism," they
have already made themselves a long
past to live down.

Did McCarthy later say anything
or propose anything more repulsive
to democracy than what these
"pure," "patriotic" "intellectuals"
said and did in 1946? I{as this an
attack on Communism and the
Soviet Union? Of course not. It was
an attack on democracy, on
freedom of speech and expression.
It was McCarthyism before there
was a Mc0arthy.

Lionel Trilling underscored the
anti-democratic objeetives of this
group in a cynical piece in the
Par-tison Reuistu, June 1949, when
he declared: "My own intention. . .

was that it should stand against
what I detect as an assumption of
liberal culture, that the }ife of man
can be nicely settled by a correct
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social orEani zatior., or short of that,
by the election of high moral
attitudes. It was intended to mean

that the very election of
morality constitutes a kind of moral
dahger, as does the correct social
origanization."

Trilling then translates these
subtle philosophical remarks into
the harshness of realiW:

. . . the quarrel with the liberal mind
directs itself beyond PM and the New
Repuhl:ir.I have in view the ideas of our
powerful teachers' colleges, the assump-
tins of our social scientists, the theories
of education that are now animatingour
colleges and universities, the notions of
the new schools of psychoanalysis, the
formulations of the professors of
literature, particularly of American
Iiterature. Here are indeed the residual
legatees of the Enlightcnment. . . . This
is the liberal culture that my own
criticism has ultimately, if with
insufficient explicitness, been directed
against, although not, I would say, with
quite the purpose of "demolishing" it. I
only do not want to see it go its way
unquestioned, unchecked and unmodi-
fied because I believe that, unless
purged and enlightened by a critical
effort of great seriousness, it will
inevitably corrupt and betray itself into
the very oppositp of its avowed
intentions of liberation.

Here, in Trillingis own words,
was the blueprint for the purge, not
of Communists or friends of the
Soviet Union, but of all those who
abhorred the horrors imposed on
the people of our country and who
dared to speak out or write or act
against them. (Solzhenitsyn, the
present-day obscurantist darling of
the sarne forces, aped Trillins
recently in a speeeh to AFLCIO
leaders in l4lashington: "I would
like to eall upon Ameriea to be
more caFefuI with its trust to
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prevent those pundits who are
attempting to establish fine de-
grees ofjustice and even finer legal
shades of equality (some because of
their distorted outlook, others
because of shortsightedness, still
others out of self-interest)-to
prevent them fiom using the skugsle
for peace and for social justice to
lead you down a false road.")

In the May-June 1950 issue of
Partison Reaiew, Diana Trilling,
wife of Lionel Trilling, wrote an
article entitled "A Memorandum
on the Hiss Case," in which he
openly threatened the liberals if
they should espouse progressive
causes. She declared:

I have said that ifthis case is to serve
any purpose in our lives there must be
salvaged from it a better notion of
liberalism. I mean by this two things.
The case will have been useful, I think,
if it helps us detach the wagon of
American liberalism from the star of
the Soviet Union, and if it gives liberals
a sounder insight into the nature of a
political idea.

She added:

But the task of persuading the liberal
who is not afraid of Communism that he
should be afraid of it is a gigantic one,
and one which involves changing a
climate of opinion and feeling over the
whole of our culture. Perhaps, however,
it is here that the Hiss case ean be
helpful, by clarifying for the liberal the
historical process of which he and Hiss
have together been a part, and by
impressing upon him a new sense of the
reality of political ideas.

From this, it was not far for Mrs.
Trilling to not only eondone
McCarthyism, but to praise and
support it. She wrote:

Hiss's defenders warned us that his
eonvietion would be a sign for a grand-
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scale witch-hunt for Communists in
government, and one in which innocent
liberals would be tarred with the
Communist brush. The way McCarthy
conducts himself confirms their fears.

Their fear was based, howwer, upon
the belief . that Hise was himself an
innocent liberal. If you believe that Hiss
was guilU, you must also fear that
innocent liberals will be smeared by
McCarthy. But gou also admou:lzdae
that had it rut bem jor tlw un-Amerinan
Act;ivit;ips Cornmittee Hiss's gu,ilt m:iglrt
rwtser lmae been u,nnouered^ And, you
reaen)e thn possihility that a McCarthy,
tm, may tu,rtt up sompow wlw is as
gttilty as Hise" Whnt you lament is tbe
trogio cot{usiCItl in liberal g@)emment
whinh Leaaes tha inuuti4ation ol w*h
hworfunf makers tn tlw enenui,ea ol
liberd g@enlrnafi. (Emphasis added.)

By Lgil, Diana Trilling had
moved her position even further to
the Right. In an article entitled
"The Oppenheimer Case: A Read-
ing of the Testimony" (Partisan
Reaiew, November-December,
1954), Mrs. Trilling, in the guise of
offering a defense for J. Robert
Oppenheimer, the atomic scientist,
accused President Roosevelt and
everyone who was promoting the
war against fascism of being
traitors. Quoting an Army colonel
(appearing as a witness against
Oppenheimer), who complained
about White House resistance in
1943 to his efforts to bar the
commissioning "of a group of 15 or
20 undoubted Communists," Mrs.
Trilling wrote:

This aspect of Dr. Oppenheimer's
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sihration is not to be overlooked,
however, even though its pursuit give
comfort to t}oee in our present
Administration who, for their own
bleak purposes, refer to the Rmeevelt
regime in terms of twenff yeare of
treason. Faimess to Dr. Oppenheimer
requiree that we remind our,selvee that
our current relations with Russia, of
which the Oppenheimer case is onlyone
relatively small result, would very
likely never have reached their present
point of crisis had not much of the
energy of liberalism been directed

to persuading the American
people that Russia wss our g"eat
ally instead of the enemy of
democracy which she had already
clearly demonstrated herself to be. If
the dominant liberal sentiment of the
time [194i]-DMl, from the lVhitc
House down, could put its whole blind
force on the side of protecting the
friends of the Soviet Union, why should
Dr. Oppenheimer alone have been
expected to see with the unclouded eyes
of the tuture. . . . (P. 628.)

Apparently, Mrs. Trilling was
upset because President Roosevelt
and every supporter of the anti-
fascist World War II had not been
put on trial!

These are only a few random
notes gathered for a section on the
Communists and tI.S. culture in
the book on the history of Marxism
in the U.S. on which I am now
engaged. I thought, however, they
might be useful in clarifying some
of the issues in the reassessment of
McCarthyism now.

Nationalization of Inclustry Uncter
Capitalism: The Case of Renault

One of the mogt frequent dis-
appointments for workers in na-
tionalized industries in the West-
ern world has been their inability
to substantively alter the form
and content of their daily lives in
the factory; patterns which char-
acterize labor in the private gector
stubbornly persist, as if set in
motion by some natural law of
perpetuity. Highly technical de-
cisiong on investment, marketing,
pricing and the like are still taken
by groups of technicians whose
expertise igolates them from "in-
terference" by the rank and ffle
of a company's labor force. Con-
sequently, worker control of the
means of production remains
morb chimera than reality-some-
thing which is clearly manifested
in the dissatisfaction of British
workers in many public indus-
tries, even at a time when a sup-
the expertise which usually re-
posedly friendly Labor govern-
ment is at the helm.

If workers are to participate
in critical areas of corporate de-

*The following communication is
is presenied as a contribution to a
discussion of nationalizations of in-
dustry under capitalism. We hoPe
that it will serve to stimulate com-
ments for publication from readers
on th<i questions of the relation of
nationalization to exploitation un-
der capitalism and related ques'
tions. We plan to present our own
commentg at a later timq-The
eilitore,

THOMAS KIRIN/YOOD

cision-making, are&s where gov-
ernment or company technocrats
still exercise what approaches un-
restrained control, then they must
at very least have at their dis-
posal accurate information on all
aspects of their firm's activitles.
Yet more important, that infor-
mation must be distiiled and sim-
plified to the point that it can be
understood by non-specialists-s
process not dissimilar to the brief-
ing of an American president or
British prime minister on the
technical aspects of defense policy
which he lacks the expertise to
fundamentally comprehend. The
information must also be pre-
sented within a broader context
in which the long-range goals of
a country's labor movement form'
the baekdrop for a discussion of
specific objectives to which the
workers in both the public and
private sectors aspire. If worker
participation in corporate man-
agement is random and chaotic,
it is not likely to produce a viable
model for a transition to a social-
ist econonry.

It is precisely in this sphere
that French workers at Renault
have begun an intriguing "rem-
edy program" which exposes some
of the unexhausted possibilities
as well as the more intractable
problems which face workers in
nationalized industries. Benault is
the largest industrial conglomer-
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ate in France, employing almost
200,000 men and women. Its pro-
duction of vehieles in 1974 ex-
ceeded 1,400,000 units, of whieh
over 800,000 were exported. With
extensive control over a wide
range of productive activities in
other areas, its operations in many
ways parallel those of a multi-
national corporation in the pri-
vate sector.

For decades after the national-
ization of Renault in 1945, the
unions represented in the com-
pany have been strong. This is
especially true for the main plant
in Paris, a city whose tradition of
direct revolutionary action and
syndiealist labor politics would
have made improbable the growth
of so large an industry without
the parallel emergence of a mili-
tant labor movement among its
employees. But it was not until
L972, at the instigation of the
largely Communist Conf Addration
gCndrale d,u traaa,il, (CGT), that
the unions-previously successful
in achieving a number of historic
concessions on fringe benefits and
safety measures as well as in
keeping ryages among the highest
in France-were able to respond
institutionally to the need for bet-
ter access to management's most
highly technical and often closely
guarded information. The result
was the founding of the Sentice
Economique as a new component
of the Central lVorks Committee
(ccE).

The Central l{orks Committee
consists of employee representa-
tives from all of Renaultis impor-
tsnt branches in France as well
as the General Director of the
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company, the equivalent of an
American board chairrnan. Over
the last decades the CCE'hag
erected a variety of workers' fa-
cilities which are funded by the
company. At the Billancourt
Works in Paris, there is a work-
ers' center which includes a sub
stantial library, a travel bureau,
a host of advisory senrices, a lan-
gusge school to help foreign
workers master French (on com-
pany time), and an excellent snd
inexpensive restaur&nt. Most sig-
nificant, however, is the new in-
formation serYice located in the
same building and also funded by
the company. The director is a
young Marxist economist from the
University of Paris, Jean-Claude
Dufour. His formal academic
trainiug was completed with a
dissertation entitled The Historg
of Natiornlizations in the Labor
Mooement. Before assuming the
directorship of the Seraice Eco-
rwmique, he had served the gov-
ernment as an adviser on social
questions in the industrial section
of the Economic and Social Coun-
cil. His staff revolves around two
more aeademically trained union
militants: Pierre Dupire, with a
post-doctoral degree in industrial
geography and regional politics,
and Frangois Signorino, with a
graduate degree in accounting
and finance. These three men pro-
vide an important Iink between
the expertise which usually re-
mains the preserve of manage-
ment and the workers whose cause
they have unreservedly edopted.
Mr. Dufour, with whom I was
able to speak at length, is a mem-
ber of the French Communist
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Pariy and the CGT. As his career
testiffes, he is more than a parlor
socialist, devoted equally to the
practical and theoretical sides of
working-class politics. This is a
refreshing contrast to the gap
which one often ffnds today in
Western Europe between the
Marxist rhetoric of intellectuals
and their overtly bourgeois life-
styles.

Given its small staf, the Seraice
Economique turns out a volumin-
ous amount of material, almost
always of high quality. Several
times a year, it publishes a mag-
azine called Clartds su,r la, Rdgie
Renaul,t, or, roughly, Clarifi,cu
tiona about Renault's Ma,nnge-
ment. Scanning an issue of the
Cla,rtds one finds articles on sub-
jeets such as the following:
"Where Does the Wealth Go
which lVorkers Create?"; "In-
vestments: For Ilhom and For
lVhat Purpose?"; "The Meeting
of the Central W'orks Committee

-Ag If You T[ere There !" Each
one of the articles reflects the
combination of technical compe-
tence and commitment to the labor
movement which characterizes its
authors.

MonthlS the Seroice prints
what it calls the CCE Flash. Thia
short publication keeps workerg
informed on the major decisions
taken by the management in the
course of the month and analyzes
them in both technical terms ac-
eessible to layrnen and from the
perspective of the long-range
goals of the French labor move-
ment. In addition, special ail hoc
publications cover important
events such ag the International
Conference of Renault Employees,
held in 1974.
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Finally, the Sentice composes
and distributes about twenty
lengthy reports a ye&r which fo-
cus on speciffc areas of the com-
pany's policy and how they con-
flict or coincide with the immedi-
ate objectives of workers as well
as with the overall blueprint for
socio-economic and political r€-
form espoused by the French Left.
Agairl, a delicate balance is
achieved between technical ex-
pertise and political analysis. The
reports, which run from fifteen
to thirty pages, cover an impres-
sive range of issues. A sampling
of several titles appearing since
1973 conveys efrectively the in-
tentions of the authors: "Multi-
National Auto Producers and the
Management of Benault in the
International Economic Environ-
ment"; "Renault: How It Is
Structured and How It Functione
in the Framework of the Capital-
ist Economy"; "The Composition
of Benault's Personnel"; "Beflec-
tions on the Nationalization of
Renault"; and, ffnall5 "The Lot
of Workers at Renault Compared
With That of Other 'Workers in
Major French Corporationg."

Although the Seroice works
closely with the members of the
CGT elected to the Central Works
Council and submits its publica-
tions to them for editing I found
no evidence that the members of
the other major union represented
in the company-the largely Cath-
olic but equally militant CFDT:-
do not look favorably upon the
inforrnation thus provided.

Clearly, then, there can be some
advantages for workers employed
in nationalized industries which
their cohorts in the private sector
rarely enjoy. At Benault, these
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advantages are not unrelatetl to
the relatively progressive atti.
tudes of the management Both
militant unionists and company
ofrcials , with whom I recently
spoke confrrrned this point, even
though the emphasis on the d€-
gree of the management's socisl
conscience was perceived by work-
ers and exeeutives with the ex-
pected rarge of discrepancy.
(Other foreign obgervers have
noted the same phenomenon. See,
for example, "Renault: Model for
a Troubled European Auto Indus-
try?", 'Business Week, September
1, 1976, pp.36-41.)

Benault's top officials are of
course intent on maintaining an
adequate level of return on their
investmente in the ffercely compe-
titive world automobile market.
Besides contributing to their self-
esteem in the traditional entre-
preneurial fashion, this also re-
strains state intervention in what
are deemed the prerogatives of
management. A free hand, the
direetors feel, provides them with
'the necessary autonomy to con-
duct a successful business. Even
thorigh that same desire for
autonomy has forced Renault's
executives to wage many bitter
struggles with the labor unions,
they are nevertheless in a differ-
ent ideological universe from their
often hard-nosed and self-right-
eous American counterparts.
Many have civil service back-
.gnounds and broad educational
exposure in the social sciences and
humanities; most see the primary
objectives of their firm in broader
artd more acceptable terms than
do the captains of American mul-
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tinationals. Issues such as keep
ing employment high, work con-
ditions humane and social services
accessible overshadow the one-
dimensional obsession with profft-
making which we have come to
expect of entrepreneurs. (This
impression was formed in a re-
cent series of interviews with
R'enault officials with the assist-
ance of Marcel Rousseau, the
company's public relations direc-
tor. It is corroborated in the ar-
ticle cited above.)

It would be a mistake, horilever,
to overstate the cage. And here
\re come to the strict limits on
what a nationalized industry can
afford its workers under even the
most favorable conditions. For
Renault, even with its somewhat
enlightened management, is still
located squarely within the capi-
talist economy of the TV'est, con-
sequently, it remains unable to
detach itself from many of the
exploitative practices associated
with private multinationals.
What this means for Renault's
workers could be seen in their
bitter reaetion to management
policies during the general upris-
ing of May and June, 1968, a
reaction well-documented from
within by Jacques Fr6montier
and Roger Deliat. (Jacques Fr6-
montier, La Forteresse ouariAre,
Fayard, Paris, 1971, and Roger
Deliat, Vingt an O.S. chez Re-
rwult, Editions ouvridres, Paris,
1973.) The problem, quite simply,
is that nationalized industries
under normal circumstances are
stiU tied to the logic of profit-
making which dominates the pri-
vate sector: they alone cannot
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escape the constraints placed upon
them by the competitive world
market in which they are im-
mersed.

fndeed, the gituation in which
nationalized iidustries in the
Weet find themselves is hardly
conducive to a radlcal change in
the relationship between manage-
ment and labor. For should man-
agement agree to grant conces-
gions to workers whlch substan-
tively alter power relationships
within the ffrm, it ffnds itself at
a disadvantage when forced to
compete with enterprises which,'
through the more efrcient exploi-
tation of wage labor, sustain
higher profft and reinvestment
levels. The result is either a pub-
lic deficit for the ffrm, which can
detract from the popularity of
the political Left and reinforce
conservative tendencies in the
electorate, or a relative decline in
the ffrm's competitive standing in
the Westerl economy which ulti-
mately brings about negative con-
sequences for its workers. What
happens instead, as employees and
union officials at Renault ane
quick to point out, is that man-
agement is forced by the broader
context in which it operates to
attempt to cut costs at the ex-
pense of workerg.

As long as nationalized indus-
tries remain situated in an en-
vironment which, whether by
choice or necessity (and here
there is much disagreement over
alleged intentions), Ieads them to
behave in critical areas like their
private counterparts, we cannot
expect nationalizations to greafly
improve the Iot of workers. Cer-
tain piecemeal gains of the sort
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achieved by the Seruice Dcotr*ttt-
ique are possible, these cannot be
dismissed condescendingly as ln-
significant, as a discusgion with
workers quickly revealg. Never-
theless, whether or not workers
share in the information and de-
cision-making processes hitherto
reserved for management, the ex-
ploitetion of wage labor with all
its concommitant injustices can-
not be ended at the level of the
individual Itrm. For that firm
must still survive in a milieu in
which the capitalist motifs of
profft and competition determine
the ground rules for economic ac-
tivity.

The ultimate solution clearly
lies in a full transition to gocial-
ism. Yet, since this is not likely
to occur overnight-something
now recognized by all of the ma-jor Communist parties of conti-
nental Europe-we should &ssess
innovations guch ae lhe Seruice
Dconornique in terms of the bene-
ffts which they afford workers
without unwittingly strengthen-
ing welfare state capitalism by
further integrating the labm
movement into the structure and
intemal logic of the existing sys-
tem. Certainly, the Semice, while
in no way capable of transfoqm-
ing the essential and unequal re-
lationships between management
and labor, appears valuable in this
light-something which could not
be said of the German and Swed-
ish arrangeme4ts for codetermi-
nation. For this reason, its efforts
should be welcomed as a step in
the proper direction for the work-
ers at Renault and, ultimately, for
the French proletariat.
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0n "Non-Materia1ity" ancl Base

ancl Superstructure
Politi,cal Alfairs (June 1976) and

Joseph Reynolds have done a
valuable service in welcomingJohn
Hoffrnan's Maruism and the Tlwary
of Pranis (International Publish-
ers), a much-needed book. Hoff-
man's main points are thoughtfully
summarized, and the work as a
whole is called in the great
tradition of Engels and Lenin.
Reynolds has also added a useful
section on "The Influence of Praxis
Philosophy," which provided back-
ground informa.tion about the
spread of "pra:<is" ideas in the
progr,essive camp in Europe and in
the U.S. Those contributions are
important, because there is a
serious movement to discredit
Marxism-Leninism and its philos-
ophy from the "leff,' within the
revolutionary movement itself,
under a "praxis" banner.

It is therefore puzzling to find a
full half of Reynolds' review
devoted to a series of attacks on
Hoffman for alleged "philosophical
errors and imprecise statements,"
and indeed of "falling into mechan-
ism and idealism," the very
positions he so effectively combats
in this brilliantly argued and
dialectical book.

As both Hoffman and Reynol"ds
stress, philosophical issues in the
long run are political issues: it
takes a correct philosophy to arrive
at a correct political position. It ean
be confusing to find brief quota-
tions from the Marxist-Leninist

classics counterposed by the
reviewer to phrases and sentences
detached from a full-scale discus-
sion by the author of the scientific
and historical realities that the
classics are meant to illuminate.
That method does not necessarily
contribute to political clariW.
Reynolds' principal admonitions
call for serious examination.

The Matsrial ant, tltp Nun'-
Matnial

In a full and skillfully argued
chapter, "Consciousness as a,

Reflection of RealiW," Hoffman
takes on a series of "Pra:rists" who
hold that humanity's vast initiative
and creativity are the products of
an untrammeled, free "spiritualiW"
that has no need to reflect reality,
need not take account of natural
laws, and is not a material process.
Hoffman writes that "the fact that
thinking is a specific form of
activity does not make it any the
less material on that account."
Reynolds attacks that statement as

a "philosophical error," declaring:
"...consciousness is nnt matetial,
thought and consciousness are ?0o4?-

material," (emphasis in original)
but does not quote Hoffman's words
that immediately follow the quoted
sentence:

But if we say that consciousness is
ultimately part and parcel' of the
material world as a whole, why do we
consiantly contrast consciousness and

ON "NON.MATEBIAI.ITY"

being, mind and matter, as though they
were something different? In order to
eaplain that consciousness, unlike other
forms of matter, has the specific
capacity to refl.e.ct the real world. The
eontrast . ., between the two is, as Lenin
correctly shows, an epistemological one:
it is not intended to suggest that
because the mind refleets matter it
cannot at the same time be matter
"which reflects." In fact, precisely the
opposite is true: itisbecause thinking is
a material activity with properties of its
own that we are able to explain how it
takes place. If conseiousness Iacked its
di"stinct material mode of existence,
then its reflective capacity would be a
mystery; and if consciousness has nn
material mode of existence, then its
capacity to reflect would be a miracle.
Neither the-- .chanistic position nor
the "spiritua,.st" position makes any
sense at all. (P. 97-98.)

Reynolds, taking from that
paragraph the bare phrase "unlike
other forms of matter," finds that
Hoffman "sinks into mechanical
materialism." The question de-
serves some exploration.

Lenin, in a passage fuom Matpri-
ali,srn and, Empiri.o-Critici,sm cited
by both Hoffman and Reynolds,
refuted "vulgar materialism" of a
century or so ago, when Karl Vogt
likened thought to the secretion of
bile by the liver, and Eugen
Dietzgen said the mind was not
different from a "table, light, or
sound." A reading of Hoffman
makes clear that he does not think
that thought or consciousness are
composed of matter, either as
material as bile or as a table or even
as light. Indeed, it is unlikely there
remains any thoughtful person, a
century after the Vogts and
Dietzgens, who share such naive
notions about mind and thought.
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It seems to me that Hoffman in
this chapter is demonstrating the
unity of the opposites of matter and
mind, the material and the non-
material, in a dialectical process, a
subject-object relationship-the
material activity of the brain in this
connection being a quantitative
element that can be detected with
instruments but not interpreted;
and consciousness, thought, and
feeling being the all-important
qualitative m,eonirry of the same
activity that manifests itself under
specific conditions.

On the same page from which
Reynolds takes the short phrase
quoted above, Hoffman quotes
Engels, from the Introduction to
Dialectics of Nahtre:

The motion of matter is not merely
crude mechanical motion, mere change
of place; it is heat and light electric and
magnetic stress, chemical combination
and dissociation, life, and finally
consciou,sttess.

In the opening sentence of
Chapter lll of. Dinlncti*s o! Nature,
Engels writes:

Motion, in the most general sense,
conceived as the mode of existence, the
inherent attribute, of matter, compre-
hends all changes and processes
occurring in the universe, from mere
change of place, right to thinldw.
(Italics added.)

All the statements quoted, from
Engels, Lenin, Hoffman, and
Reynolds, need to be considered in
the light of the basic proposition of
materialism, that there is no
matter without motion, and no
motion witlwut mafrer thal rnaues.
The way in which the term '(non-
material" is applied to the motions
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of consciousness and thought calls
for careful consideration in that
light L€nin says flatly, "There is
nothing in the world but matter in
motion." (Matpriali,sm and, Em-
piri.o-Cri.titisrn )

The issue aequires additional
significance because the concept of
"non-material learning" is found in
the statement on "Mental Develop-
ment and l*arning Disability" in
Politinal Affairs of June L975.
There, the strong implication is
made (p. 18) that becaruse the
human mind is "non-material,"
thzrefwe school education eannot
harm a child's nervous system.
Education probably seldom does in
a medical sense, but the brain is
matter in a constant delicate
process of ehange that can
certainly be impeded in its
functioning by many kinds of
soeial interference.

Shrdents of Marxism who have
not understood the meaning of the
dialectical unity of opposites have
trouble grasping the apparent
paradox that while thought is "non-
material," thinking and conscious-
ness are material processes, since
there can be no motion without
matter. Some show an idealist
tendency to treat subjective activity
as a kind of special "non-material"
activity, independent of the laws of
motion of matter. So do most
Praxists. \{ithout better explana-
tion than Reynolds supplies, the
unwary might think that Reynolds
does too.

It is important to bear in mind
that the Enslish word "material"
is used in more than one sense. It
ean mean "eomposed of matter" or
it can mean "related to matter."
Since there is no motion without
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matter, everything in the universe,
strictly speaking, is material.
When the term is applied to a
process, and not an objeet, it is
correct, though perhaps confusing,
to use the term "non-material" to
characterize the attributes or
qualities of material motions such
as those of consciousness or
thought.

@nfity is a fundamental charac-
tpristic of material processes that
conventional science tries to ignore.
Qualiff marks the most general
distinction between consciousness,
in the form of such processes as
sensation, pereeption, thought with
its corresponding emotions, and
cognition in general, on the one
hand, as against (in this connection)
the quantitatiae physiological
processes which are the material
form in which they occur. (Those
processes of course are also
qualitative in their own right in
other relations.) The two form an
indissoluble unity as well as a most
significant difference-the quality
or meaning is what determines the
response, a physiological process.

The problem ofconsciousness has
always been a difficult one.
Conseiousness is not, strictly
speaking, a "form of matter," but it
is a decisive factor in material
human activiff. Many efforts have
been made to clarify the issue.
There are some generally accepted
properties of mental activiW that
may offer guidance.

Let us take any situation that is
perceived and calls forth a reaction
in the form of thought or action or
both. The effective qualities of an
event that trigger I person's
reaction, which is often far more
complex and eomprehensive than
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the immediate event itself, do not
inhere in the object or event, in the
sense that burning follows fire. The
same event will have different
qualities and effects for each
person. The "stimulus quality" is
supplied by the individual's own
history, in which he developed
social attitudes, and acquired
information, skills, concepts, and
value systems, all of which combine
to determine at this moment what
his new and complex thoughts,
feelings, and adaptive reactions to
the immediate situation will be.
That particular combination did
not exist except potentially until
now. It was called into action by the
evocative qualities of the situation
as it was perceived. It is a partial
reflection of reality formed by a
lifetime of experience; it is the
aequired quality that gives mean-
ing to the event, and determines the
responsive material processes of
thought and action. Since that
combination does not exist any-
where exeept as an inward process,
it can only be known inwardly. It is
the subjective ("non-material")
aspect of an infinitely complex
material relation, the process of
knowing and thinking and doing.
Knowing and thinking are inward
forms of action, their aetivity but
not their meaning readily detected
with modern instruments. The
reflection (the meaning) is individ-
ual, unique, and never more than
partial, since reality is infinite in
its interconnections, ean never be
seen as a whole, and is in constant
process of change, as is the subject
as well. It is sufficient if it guides
an intended action to success-the
test of practice-throwing a stone,
or putting a man on the moon. The
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reflection, always true but often
"one-sided," to use Engels' and
Lenin's significant adjective, can of
course be a cause of error, and often
is.

When something is known or
sensed only outwardly-an estab-
lished reflex-consciousness need
not intervene before a response
occurs. Pavlov calls that a "dynam-
ic stereotype." Countless experi-
ments with humans have demon-
strated the truth of that. But
human experience is seldom so
simple; there is almost always some
newness in any situation, and no
established reflex response. Such
an event demands an evocation of
relevant past experience before an
adequate reaction can be generat-
ed, whether action or thought or
both. That evocation or knowing
can only occur inwardly, for the
influence ofthe past exists now only
as the inward traces of past
experience. That inward knowing,
reflecting the past and the present
in a single act of knowing, is I
believe what consciousness is.

Consciousness is thus the mode in
which humans cope with the new.'
Consciousness is also the mode in
which humans exercise volition.
Any problem calls up a reflection
that provides an "image" of the
probable effects of the intended
action. One can then choose or not
choose that action by a value
judgment, itself a reaction based in
past experience. Volition can thus
be understood, as Engels explained
it, without falling into the idealist
notion of "freedom of the will."

Many more things need to be said
about consciousness, its role in
abstraction and creativity, its
character as social consciousness,
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and class consciousness. This
communication is not meant to be a
treatise on the subject. It is enough
to show that the dialectic unity of
the material and the "non-
material," with the material
primary, as Hoffman illustrates at
length, cannot be split apart as
Reynolds does without danger of
"falling into idealism," to use
Reynolds' phrase.

Base anl, Superstru,cfu,re

"Base and superstructure" in one
of the most important, most
contested, and most misunderstood
of the general propositions of
Marxism. That is because it is, soto
speak, a schema or model of the
fundamental socio-economic for-
mations necessary to any human
society, from the earliest all the
way to socialism. As such it has
been attacked by non-Marxists and
the "praxis" variety of self-styled
Marxists as an o Wiilri iron frame
into which all the infinite diversity
of social formations in history are
arbitrarily forced. It calls for the
serious, dialectical analysis to
which Hoffman devotes a chapter.
Both Hoffman and Reynolds cite a
section of Marx's famous Preface
tn A CcntriUutiiln to tlu Critiqup of
Politinat EconomE. It should be
quoted here again:

In the social production which men
carry on they enter into definite
relations that are indispensable and
independent of their wills; these
relations of production correspond to a
definite stage of development of their
material forces of production. The sum
total of these relations of production
constitu"tes the economic structure of
society-the real foundation on which
rise legal and political superstructures
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and to which correspond definite forms
of social consciousness.

That highly condensed summary
needs thoughtful study, to which
Hoffman's chapter is devoted. To
counter the enemies of Marxism it
is important to see the historical
process as a living whole, and avoid
doctrinaire sticking to the words at
the expense of the substance. ?he
very first need of any society at any
stage of development is social
production of the means of life.
That is always "humans usingtools
together," which Marx speaks of as
the "forces of production." As these
develop and improve, humans have
to organize themselves in "indis-
pensable" new ways to meet the
requirements of changing tech-
nology. That organization, into
whieh humans enter without ever
fully understanding it as a whole, is
what Marx calls the "relations of
production" (e.g., small-scale agri-
culture with handicrafts under
certain historical circumstances
bred feudalism; industrial produc-
tion with a higher level of
agricultural technology could only
function and develop under capital-
ist relations). Development of the
forces of production goes on
continuously, now slowly, now fast;
the reorganization of society to
adapt itself t0 new conditions
produeed by new levels of the
productive forces sometimes pro-
ceeds stormily, in a revolutionary
way, with social power passing at
critical moments from one class to
another. In all history prior to
socialism, society's means of life
(forces of production) and society's
economic structure (production
relations) have been in more or less
acute conflict, one class appropri
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ating the products of the Iabor of
other classes. The abiding charac-
teristic of the production relations
in any such society is some form of
exploitation. Those class relations,
determined by the indispensable
demands of current technologT,
require and produce a third
formation, whieh has as its chief
role the sanctioning and enforcing
of the production relations. To that
Marx gives the name of superstruc-
ture, which is based upon the
economie strueture, and in the
main expresses its ideology. In
every class society that superstruc-
ture consists first of all of a set of
coercive and ideolog:ical institu-
tions (state, army, police and
prisons, religions, schools, public
media) which constitute the Iegal
and political means to control or
suppress the social effects of the
contradiction between the forces
and the relations of production-
social production and private
appropriation. To the production
relations, Marx adds, correspond
definite forms of social conscious-
ness, expressed first of all in the
coercive and ideological insti-
tutions.

Commenting on Hoffman's rich
and dialectieal exposition of these
historically universal relations,
occurring in an uncountable
variety of social, ideological, and
cultural forms, Reynolds takes
three parts of sentences, declares
them to be "not true," and says that
Hoffman "falls into idealism."'What are those quotations?

The relations of production ... in
conjunctim, with thc forces of productian,
form the economic basis of socieff.
(Italics added.)

5l
...the contradiction between the forees
of production and the relations of
produetion ... forms ... the material
basis upon which the various super-
structures arise.

...the economic basis exists ot oll
because it is related to the superstrue-
ture above it.

To the first and second statement
Reynolds simply counters with the
assertion that the relations of
production "alone" constitute the
economic structure or base. But
Marx says that the stage of
development of the material forces
of production has a determining
role in forming the relations of
production which, he says, corre-
spond, tn the stage of production,
the first social necessity. An
understanding of history should
make constant resort to authority
unneeessary, but it is worth.
noting that in the first chapter of
State and Reaolution Lenin says:
"The superstructure is the product
and manifestation of the irrecon-
cilability of class antagonisms." Is
that not essentially what the second
quotation says too?

In the third quotation Hoffman is
showing that, though derivative,
the superstructure is a necessary
part of the dialectical unity of all
the forces and relations created by
any society to meet its needs. But
Reynolds, who appears to look on
the superstructure as primarily
"ideological" or "consciousness"
(merely adding the word "institu-
tions" in a footnote) charges
Hoffman with "giving primacy to
consciousness (the ideological
superstrueture)" and that therefore
he "falls into idealism."

It is true, of course, that the most
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conscious aspect of social organiza-
tion is represented by the super-
structure. But societies have never
been ideal, and a mere look at
history shows that no ruling class
maintained its exploitative rela-
tions (a principal component of the
economic structure) without the
eonstant mntnrial force exerted by
the legal and political superstruc-
ture; the economic structure could
not survive "at all" without that
regulating force with its organs of
influence and power-one should
try to imagine the socio'economic
formations of any modern imper-
ialist power without police, prisons,
army or navy!

I think that Hoffman follows
Marx, Engels, and Lenin first in
studying real human history, and
then with their guidance seeing
stages of development of produc-
tive forces, corresponding relations
of production emerging, producing
superstructural formations, with
forms of social consciousness
corresponding to the production
relations-all as organic parts of an
indispensable dialectical unity,
based first in mankind's'need to
produce its means of life, a uniff in
which Reynolds' metaphysical
term "alone" has no place.

Em.piri,ci,sm., Positiui,sm anfl,
Conscims Actiti,ty

Reynolds next faults Hoffman
for using the term "empiricism" as
an idealist philosophical trend
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without adding that the Handbook
of PhilnsophA says that empiricism
is also a valid scientific method.
One could say that Marx fell into
the same "error,' for he also
criticizes empiricism, already well
established in his day, without
feeling required to warn his
readers that he is not speaking
about the empiric method that he
and all other scientists employ.

Reynolds also faults Hoffman for
saying that Positivism leads to
passivity. It seems that some
Positivists are activists, though not
of course in a revolutionary way.
But all Marxists know Positivism
as a cult of doubt and denial of
objectivity that more often than not
aborts rather than abets progres-
sive political action.

"Finally," writes Reynolds, "in
discussing the fact that human
thought is necessarily involved in
human produetion, Hoffman writes:
'All human activity ... is conscious
activity. It cannot possibly be
anything else."' Reynolds corrects
Hoffman with the admonition that
"... a good deal of human activity
... is not conscious ... dressing,
opening a door, driving a car,
walking, etc." That could searcely
be news to Hoffman, but it would
be news indeed if. the yurposiae
soaial yrocess of yrodunti,on as a
wlnle, which is what Hoffman is
writing about, is not a conscious
activiW.

Response to Colman
I appreciate Morris Colman's

opening comments concerning my
review artiele on John Hoffman's
valuable and much-needed book.
However, Colman's rejeetion of my
criticisms of the book-indeed,
calling them "a series of attacks on
Hoffman"-must be examined.
Before discussing the five specific
points at issue-two philosophical
errors and three imprecise formu-
lations by Hoffman-two prelim-
inar5r comments are in order:

1. The two philosophieal errors
made by Hoffman deal with two
fundamental and crucial proposi-
tions of dialectical and historical
materialism. These propositions
are statcd as follows in lenin's
Matsriali,sn, and, Entpiri*Crifi-
eism: " Soeial consciousn ess reflncts
social being-this is Marx's teech-
ing.... Consciousness in general
refl,ects being-this is the general
position of all materialism. It is
impossible not to see its direct and
inseparabl.e connection with the
position of historical materialism,
that is, that social consciousness
rellncts social being." (International
Publishers, L927, p. 278. Lenin's
emphasis.)

2. The criticisms made in my
article could well stand as the
response to Colman's reply, since
Colman, as I shall point out, either
makes statements which fully
agree with my position or evades a
direct refutation. However, Colman
introduces several philosrphical
errors and distortions of his own
which require comment I shall,
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therefore, deal with
specifically.

each point

Thn N ahre of Hu.mon C onsciaus-
russotd,Thuryht

In myarticle, I eriticized Hoffman
for asserting that thinking is
material, and that the human mind
and consciousness are forms of
matter and a part of the material
world. I then stated: "It is a basic
feature of dialectieal and historical
materialism that consciousness is
twt matefial, that thought and
conseiousness are nonqatpria,l
reflections of the objective natural
and soeial world produced by the
brain and nervous system."

Colman, in disagreeing with me
and seeking to refute my criticism
of Hoffman, proceeds to make four
astonishing statements. First, he
writes: "A reading of Hoffman
makes elear that he does not think
that thought and consciousness are
composed of matter, either asl

material as bile or as a table or even
light." This, amazingly, after
Colman himself has just quoted
Hoffman as stating that conscious-
ness rs a form of matter, that
thinking is a material activity, and
that the mind is matter which
reflects. Perhaps Colman and/or
Hoffman have invented a newform
of matter whieh is different from
bile, a table or light, and which is
also non-material?

Second, Colman makes two
statements which concur with my
position that thought and con-
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sciousness are non-material:

It seems to me t}tat Hoffnran in this
chapter is demonstrating the unity of
the opfixites of mattur and mind, flz
,nofefial and tlw non+noterial
(Emphasis added.)

Consciousness is not, strictly speak-
ing, a "form of matter" ...

Third in this catalogue of
startling statements by C,olman is
the following:

Students of Marxism ... have trouble
grasping the apparent paradox that
while thought ig "non-material,"
thinking and consciousness are materi-
al processes...

Now Colman has thought as non-
material and thinking and con-
sciousness as material processes. In
his Matnrinli,sm Md Empirin-
Critinisn, Lenin includes all the
following categories as part of the
rwn,matnrial human reflection of
the external world: thinking,
thought, consciousness (the three
categories Colman splits into
material and non-material), sensa-
tion, perception, conception, repre-
sentation, impression, experience,
knowledge, and cognition.

The fourth Colman startler is his
reference to "an infinitely complex
material relation, the process of
knowing and thinking and doing."

So putting Colman's thoughts
together, we find that he disagrees
with my position that thought and
consciousness are non-material,
agrees with my position that they
are non-material, quotes Hoffman
as stating they are material, denies
that Hoffman believes that they are
material, states that thought is non-
material and thinking and con-
sciousness are material, and says
knowing and thinkins are
material!
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I believe that the above eonfusion
of Colman and the error of
Hoffman are largely due to their
failure to distinguish the three
dialectical features in the relation-
ship of mind and matter. Lenin
placed it succinctly: "... (material-
istic monism) consists in this, that
the existence of the mind is shown
to be dependent upon that of the
body, in that the mind is declared to
be secondary, a function of the
brain, or a refleetion of the outer
world." (Matzriali^srn and, Empi,riD-
Critinis,ttt, pp. 6546.) Here, we
have the external, objective natural
and social world, the material
brain and nervous system which
function and produce mind,
thought and consciousness, which
are the non-material reflections of
external reality.

Thn Nature anil Relatim^ship oJ
BoEis ann Superstrutfu,re

In my article, I criticized
Hoffman for three errors in his
discussion of the nature and
relationship of the basis and the
superstructure. Hoffman stated
that "the relations of production . ..
in conjunction with the forces of
production ... form the economic
basis of society." In reply, I wrote,
citing three Marxist philosophical
sources; "The basis is formed solely
by the relations of produetion."

Colrnan disagrees with my
criticism, but I fail to find any
statement by him which confirms
Hoffman's position and refutes
mine. In fact, Colman again makes
statements which are in full
agreement with my position:

These class relations .. . require and
produce a third formation ... that
Marx gives the name of superstructure,
which is based upon the economic
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structure, and expresses its ideology.
.:. seeing stagBs of development of

productive forces, corresponding rela-
tions of produetion emerging, pro-
ducing superstructural formations,

This is precisely the position I set
forth: the relations of produc-
tion constitute the basis which
produces the superstructure.
Colman's-and Hoffman's-con-
fusion may well be that the forces of
production and the relations of
produetion together constitute llae
mod,e of prod,unttion, whereas the
relations of production constitutes
th,e basis. That the relations of
production must correspond to the
stage of development of the
productive forces, and that antag-
onism and conflict may arise
between them is basic to historical
materialism and is clearly set forth
by Marx in the quotation that both
Colman and I use with approval.

I also disagreed with Hoff-
man's statement that "the contra-
diction between the forces of
production and the relations of
production forms the
material basis upon which the
various superstructures arise." The
relations of production are the
material basis upon which the
superstructure arises. The contra-
diction between the forces of
production and the relations of
production takes the form of the
constant development of the pro-
ductive forces, which at a certain
stage requires new relations of
production, i.e., a new material
basis. When this new material basis
is formed, a new superstructure
will necessarily replace, in time,
the old superstructure. Hoffman's
statement misses this dialeetic.

Colman misses this point com-
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pletely by quoting Lenin as saying:
"The superstructure is the product
and the manifestation of the irrecon-
cilabiliW of class antagonisms."
"Class antagonisms," of course,
refer to relattiuns of prod,untim, (the
basis) which Lenin correctly states
produce the superstructure. Col-
man asks: "Is that not essentially
what the second quotation says
too?" (his reference being to the
Hoffman quotation under dis-
cussion). Not at all! Lenin makes no
reference here to "the contra-
diction between the forces of
production and the relations of
production." He deals only with the
relations of production (class
relations).

The third error of Hoffman in
this area of historical material-
ism was his statement, which I
termed idealist, that "the eco-
nomic basis exists at all be-
cause it is related to the super-
structure above it." (Hoffman's
emphasis.) The materialism of
historical materialism rests exactly
upon its seeing being as producing
consciousness, in the primacy of
being and the derivative character
of consciousness, in seeing con-
sciousness as determined by and
reflecting being. Hoffman's state-
ment is historical idealism since
it sees material being-"the eco-
nomic basis"-as dependent upon
and determined by the superstruc-
ture. In his Marnist Phi.losaphy,Y.
Afanasyev puts it: "The super-
structure is bruught irrto being by
the basis and is inseparably bound
up with it. The superstructure
depends on the basis." (Foreign
Languages Publishing House,
Moscow, no date, p. %a.)
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Empiri,cism, Posiliuianx and,
Cunsciaus Acti.ui,ty

Praxis philosophy is a trend of
idealist empirieism. Dialectical
materialism continues, while trans-
forming to a qualitatively new and
higher level, the school of material-
ist empiricism. Hoffman precise-
ly (and not incorrectly) refers to
empiricism as idealist Should not
an author who is dealing specific-
ally with a form of idealist
empiricism distinguish it from the
materialist form of empiricism? It
is relevant here to set forth
correctly the quote I used from the
Hanlhook ol Phi.lasaphu, which was
badly garbled in the printing
proce$r:

EMPIRICISM. The philosophical
theory which considers sense experi-
ence the sole source of knowledge ...
There is an idealistic as well as a
materialistic empiricism. The idealistic
variefi (Berkeley, Hume, Mach, Ave-
narius) limits the concept of sense
experience to a complex ofsensations or
impressions, not acknowledging the
fact that objeetive material nature lies
at the basis of experience. Materialistic
empiricism (Bacon, Hobbes, Irccke, the
French materialists of the eighteenth
century) considers independently
existing objects, or matter, to be the
source of sense experience. Dialec-
ectical materialism rejbcts idealistic
and considers the older materialistic
variety correct only in its starting point
... Recognizing that sense experience
of objective and independent nature lies
at the basis of knowledge, dialectical
materialism at the same time emphas-
izes the very significant role of general
theories, scientific concepts, and ideas.

Praxis philosophy is also a trend
of positivism but it openly and
emphatically proclaims that it is
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activist, that practice is all that
matters, and that it can accomplish
social revolution. Hoffman states
this about Praxis philosophy
clearly and repeatedly. Is Hoffman
then correct when, in the course of
his' analysis of this very same
Pra:ris philosophy, he states the
"positivism defends a
religion of passivity and helpless-
ness in the name of 'scienee'. . ."? f
believe not. Colman does not even
understand the point at issue since
he states that I fault Hoffman "for
saying that Positivism leads to
passivity." I make no such critieism
nor does Hoffman's statement have
anything to do with positivism
"leading to passiviff."

My final criticism of Hoffman-
was that he incorrectly states "All
human activity is conscious activ-
iW. It cannot possibly be anything
else." In a book dealing with the
Marxist theory of knowledge,
preeision of formulation is essen-
tial. Human activity includes both
conseious activity and w/n-
cottsci,ous achvity. A footnote which
I appended to my article, but which
was dropped by the editor, is
pertinent here in support of my
position:

Automatic, habitual activity was
closely studied by Pavlov and his
followers. Such activity has been
differentiated from conscious activity
by B.M. Teplov, a Soviet Neo-
Pavlovian, as follows: "Can we speak of
'unconscious' human sensations, con-
cepts and movements? We may do so if
we are referring to occasions when a
man cannot give a verbal account of
what he senses or conceives; or of what
it is that produces movemenfi in other
words, when the nervous process does
not carry over to the second signal
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system (the language system-J.R.)."
(PsycholagA i.n thc Swiet Uninn, ed,.

Brian Simon, Routledge and Kegan
Paul, London, 1957, p. 260.)

Colman's reply eontains a num-
ber of other errors and misformu-
lations which are not relevant to
the criticisms I made.of Hoffman's
book. One example is his statement
that "In all history prior to
soeialism ... one class appropri-
ated the products of labor of other
class6." This, of course, is not true
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of the first of human societies,
primitive communism.

I believe that my criticisms of
Hoffman's book were both neces-
sary and ,helpful to th6 reader.
They do not constitute "attacks" on
the author. Indeed, I would give my
right arm to have written such an
excellent book as Hoffman's
Marrism and, the Theory ot
Praris-with, of course, the
corrections discussed in my article
and in this response.

ERRATUM
The first sentence of the article "spain in My Heart' in the october

Political Affairs should have read: "The Conference of 29 Communist
and Worker's Parties of Europe, held in Berlin, GDR June 1976, was a
great event." The italicized letters were garbled in the original. we regret
any confusion which may have resulted.-Ed.
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"The Poverty of Power"
The progressive environmental-

ist, Barry Commoner, attributes
three crises, of the environment,
energ:y, and the economy, to the
capitalist system, and states that
the way out of these crises is
through socialism. The problems,
he says, have been "imposed . . .

by the economie system, which in-
vests in factories that promise
increased profits rather than en-
vironmental eompatibility or effi-
cient use of resources. . . Thus,
what confronts us is not a series
of separatc crises, but a single
basic defect-a fault that lies deep
in the design of modern society.
This book is an effort to unearth
that fault, to trace its relation to
the separate criseg, and to con-
sider what can be done to correct
it at the root." (P. 3.)

Yes, these and other particular
crises-of foreign policy, of rac-
ism, of bourgeois democracy-are
all part of the generol crisie ol
capi,talism. Commoner does not
use the term, nor explain its full
dimensions, but does conclude that
the way out is through socialism.
The debate between socialism and
capitalism, he asserts: "is now
the central issue of political life
in Europe, and it is perhaps time

that the people of the United
States entered into it as well.,,
(P. 262.)

Capitalism, he charges, is a
system "that concentrated the
physical power of energy and the
sooial power of the resultant
wealth into ever fewer, Iarger
corporations; and that has fed
this power on a diet of unemploy-
ment and poverty. Here is thel
basic fault that has spawned the
environmental crisis and the
energy crisis, and that threatens

-if no remedy is found-to en-
gulf us in the wreckage of a
crumbling economic system.

"Now all this has culminated
in the ignominious confession of
those who hold the power: that
the capitalist economic system
which has loudly proclaimed itself
the best measure of assuring a
rising standard of living. . . can
now survive, if at all, only by
reducing that standard. The pow-
erful have confessed to the pov-
erty of their power.

"No one can escape the momen-
tous consequences of this confes-
sion. No one can escape the duty
to understand the origin of this
historic default and to transform
it from a threat to social pro-

*Barry Commoner, The Puterta
of Power: Energg ond, the Econmnin
Criois, Alfred A. Knopf, New York,
1976.
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gress into a signal for a new ad-
vance.' (P. 264.)

Sti[ in the course of arriving
et this exeellent and eloquent con-
clusion, Commoner accepts and
propagates some false theses of
monopoly capital, used .to put
over attacks on mass living stand-
ards. Besides arguing the neces-
gity of socialism, it is equally the
"duty" and self-interest of work-
ing people to defend living stsnd-
ards now, to rebut capitalist the-
ories used to raise profits at the
people's expense. Without this im-
mediate struggle, ideological and
practical, it will not be possible
to mobilize the majority for the
struggle against the capitalist
system as such.

Commoner accepts without
question the current capitalist
argument that the country suf-
fers from a shortage of capital
caused by declining proffts, and
that this in turn is responsible for
swelling unemploymenf This line
is used by the capitalists to de-
mand tax concessions, subsidies,
price increases, cuts in real wages
and social services. Woild Maga-
zina teaderc may recall a number
of columns in which I refuted
these arguments, whieh are par-
ticularly ludicrous in light of the
vast amount of idle capacity, and
the soaring, record profits.

Concretely, Commoner writes:
"Chronic unemployment has

become a chief means of counter-
acting the shortage of capital."
(New Yorlrcr, February 10, 19?6,
in a preliminary version of the
book.)

He backs this up with a quote
from Engels: "side by side with
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the concentratlon and gccumuls-
tion of capital, and in step with
if the accumulation of a surplus
working population is going on.,,
(P.2tt2.)

But what Marx wrotc, and what
Engels meant-(evidently Com-
moner misunderstood him) was
exactly the opposite. Under the
gection heading "Excess Capital
aud Excess Populationr,, Marx
wrote: "This plethorg of capital
arises from the same causer ar
those which call forth relative
over-population - although they
stand at opposite poles-unem-
Dloyed capital at one pole, and
unemployed worker population at
the other." (Capitol,, Vol. III, p.
26r.)

The call for a reduction in liv-
ing standards, for ,,au8terity,r,
is being proclaimed with partic-
ular fervor now, because the mul-
tiplication of the price of oil and
the loss of positions of U.S. im-
perialism in oil producing coun-
tries has given capitalist spokes-
men a rrhsndlg"-sn alleged need
for trillions of dollars of capital
to establish "Energy Independ-
ence," which they themselves
mock by steadily increasing the
proportion of imported oil.

Like some radical economists,
Commoner has swallowed the
propaganda calculations of Wil-
liam D. Nordhaus of the Brook-
ings Institution, and related Com-
merce Department statistics, pur-
porting to show a dramatic de-
cline in the rate of profit during
the past quarter of a century.
Commoner links this utterly false
set of statistics to an oversim-
plified version of Marx, theory of
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the declining tendency of the
rate of profit.

Elsewhere, however, Commoner
shows that the alleged shortage
of capital could be cured by slash-
ing military outlays: "here is g

prime target for 'redueed con-
Bumption'." He points out that if
masg sonsumption is redueed, as
big business insists it be, the
demand for consumers goods will
decline: "Who then would pur-
chaee industry's output, and gen-
erate sufficient sales to yield s
profit large enough to feed the
production syst€m'g growing de-
mand for capital? This 'solution'
is reminiscent of a scheme for
perpetual motion." (P. 26f.)

Commoner repeats the notion
that Marx predicted the eeonomic
collapse of capitalism, while
Manr always made clear that
copitalism would not die of itself,
but would have to be overthrown
by the working class. He says
Marx' prediction "hag not mate-
rialized" because capitalism hag
survived and "grown enormously"
in "the main industrialized coun-
tries of the world." (P. 253.)

But the realization of socialism
in fourteen countries, and the
ever-spreading attempts to build
socialism in countries where pro-
gressive forces have power, proves
that Marx' projection of the
counse of history, and of the class
forces that would guide that
course, was the outstanding, de-
cisive, suceessful contribution of
gocial science in all history.
Moreovel, socialist countries have
"grown enormously" in economic
strength and quite a few are
among the main industrialized
countries of the world.
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Commoner writes sympathet-
ically of proposals to nationalize
gome industries, to establish em:
ployee ownership of some cor-
porations, ond for compunity
planning as opposed to centrel-
ized planning. This "mixed econ-
omy" is the sketch he gives of
his concept of socialism. He ig-
nores or denigrates the reality of
socialism where it exists. In par-
ticular, he accepts the argument
that in existing socialist coun-
tries "dictatorial rule" heg re-
placed "the individual freedom
that is the foundation of U.S.
democracy." (P. 26f .) Becent
revelations, from lVatergate to
the FBI/CIA scondals, emphasize
that the "individual freedom" of
bourgeois democracy is the free-
dom of private property; and in
today's world, of monopoly prop-
erty and power. The USSR and
most socialigt eountries, despite
particular shortcomings, illustrate
the validity of Leniir's ststement
that: " . . . Soviet Bussia has
given the pioletariat and the
whole vast laboring majority of
Russia a freedom and democracy
unprecedented, impossible and in.
conceivable in any bourgeois re-
public by replacing bour.
geois parliamentarianism by the
democratic organization of So-
viets, which ere e thousand times
nearer to the people and more
democratic than the most demo-
cratic bourgeois pcrliament."
(Collecteil Woilcs, Vol. 28, p. 108.)

The author discusses at length
the misuse of energy by U.S. cap-
italism. He shows how the profft
drive of monopolies results in vast
waste of energy, in feilure to
electrify railroads end in their
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abandonment, in failure to devel-
op combined heat and power sta-
tions.

Begrettably, Commoner faits to
mention that the Soviet Union
leads the world in both of these
energy-saving methods. The broad
application of combined heat and
power systems for major cities
is one of the main economies
through which the USSR, over
the past 26 yeors, has cut fuel
consumption relative to electricity
output by 260 million tons of con-
ventional fuel per year. The USSR
has ourpassed other countries
through a rational pattern of
transportation, with high reli-
ance on railroads, thousands of
kilometers of electrified lines, rel-
atively low use of passenger cars,
etc. To bring this out would
strengthen Commoner's conclu-
sion that socialism is a necessary
condition for solving the world,s
energy problems, as would also
recognition that centralized social-
ist planning and soci,alist democ-
racy has made it possible for the
Soviet Union to pioneer in radi-
cally reducing urban air pollu-
tion, in developing comprehensive
programs, for keeping Lake Baikal
pure, for purifying rivers, etc.,
with the cooperation of an en-
vironmental organization of more
than 10 million people.

In attacking capitalist waste of
energy, Commoner takes a posi-
tion that cannot be justiffed in
principle-that the increase in
capital and energy consumption
per worker is bad. Yes, eapital-
ists have callously thrown work-
ers on the scrap heap when intro-
ducing technically advanced
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equipment, used it to speed up
the workers and undermine their
conditions. But the application of
more capital and more energy per
worker is not bad in itself. Be-
sides serving as an instrument
of intensiffed exploitation of
labor, it hos been central to mak-
ing possible the multiplication of
output -per worker, to easing
manual labot to shortening the
working day, to raising average
living standards. These possibil-
ities, which can be won only frac-
tionally . through struggle under
capitalism, are realized in a sys-
tematic sense under socialism.
The new commodities and equip-
ment developed in the scientiffc
and technical revolution are con.
tributing to laying the founda.
tion of eommunism in the more
advanced socialist societies.

Commoner writes: ,.The energy
productivity of leather production
is 3.7 times that of plastics, andits capitel productivity is g.4
times greater. As expected, the
labor productivities are reverged:
3 times greater in plastics than
in the manufacture of leather.',
(P. 207.)

His conclusion-substitution of
plasties for Ieather is wrong. But
the statistics he cites are con-
sistent with plastics being more
economical than leather. In prac-
tice, the direct labor savin! in-
volved in manufacturing plasties
more and more often exceeds the
additional past labor for machin-
ery and fuel required for plastic
production. It is this that lias ledto the gradual substitution of
plastic for leather under both
socialigm and eapitalism.
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True, this arithmetic ma be
subject to modification because of
the need to contain the expansion
of energy consumption for sup-
ply and environmental reasons.
But Commoner absolutizes these
restraints. And thus he comes out
against such products of modern
science and technology as chem.
ical fertilizers, plant protection
chemicals, synthetic libers, deter.
gents, and the entire petrochem.
ical industry!

He correctly criticizes capital-
ist promotion which induces farm-
ers to apply chemicals indiscrim-
inately and excessively, but incor.
rectly considers application of
fertilizers and plant protection
chemically wholly bad. Such
chemicals, along with energf-con.
suming tractors, trueks, etc.,
have been absolutely essential to
increase the productioir of food.

He rightly eriticizes General
Mrrtors for forcing the disman.
tling of trolley lines in order to
speed the sale of buses. But his
nostalgia for the old trolley cars,
including intereity lines that
rattled along from New York to
Springfield, Mass., in three dafs,
is rather ludicrous.

Commoner pulls out all stops
for the popular environmentalist
position of condemning nuclear
power and extolling solar power.
He points out correctly that the
nuclear power industry involves
a mixture of private and public
enterprise for the great profit of
private monopolies, and exposes
government-monopoly collabora-
tion in raising prices of nuclear
fuels, reactors, oil, and other
competing fuels and types of elec-
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trical equipment. But he dismisses
the problem of capitalist exploi-
tation of solar energiy, claiming
that because of its technical na-
ture it "is ideally suited to loeal
or regional development. No giant
monopoly can eontrol its supply
or dictate its uses." (P. 153.)

As if in &nswer to this naive
belief, General Electric has just
received a multi-million contract
for an experimental electric power
windmill, for which the samo
arguments could be made.

However, Commoner's basic ob-
jection to nuclear pourer is not
monopoly control. He considers
it intrinsically unsuitable, too
dangerous to be used, and eco-
nomically not viable. The basic
criticism is not of capitalist mis-
use, but of the form itself. His
only mention of socialist use of
nuclear power is to refer to an
"apparent accident" in a Soviet
breeder reactor. Thus he implies
that the Soviet government, and
those of other socialist countries
introducing nuclear reactors, are
equally guilty with the monopoly
capitalists of unsound economic
calculations and callousness con-
cerning ,the safety of the publie.

Commoner plays on the wide-
spread association that people
have of peaceful uses of nuclear
energy with the atom bomb: "In
my view, neither the nuolear
bomb nor the nuclear reactor can
be excused by postulating the ac-
ceptability of the other." (P.97.)

This is like identifying dyna-
mite with heart medicine because
they both use nitroglycerine.

Most of his discussion dwells
on the claims that nuclear power
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plants are inefficient and uneco-
nomical. The ffrst flies in the face
of the fact that in 1974 nuclear
power plants generated 8 per cent
more power per kilowatt of in-
stalled capacity than conventional
steam generators, according to
data compiled by the Edison Elec-
trict Institute. And the second
claim is refuted by standard com-
pany statistical reports showing
that nuclear power is decisively
cheaper to produce than coal or
oil fueled power in most of the
country. Monopolies, and power
cooperatives, would not be inter-
ested in the nuclear plants if not
for the cost advantage. What is
at stake here is who, the people
or private corporations, will get
the benefit of this cost advantage.

Commoner concludes:,,WhFt
emerges from these considera-
tions is the likelihood that the
entire nuclear program is headed
for extiriction. It will leave us
with a monument which people
will need to care for with vigil-
ance if not affection for thousands
of years 

-stores of intensely
radioactive wastes and the poryer-
less, radioactive hulks of the re-
actors that produced them.', (p.
117.)

In keeping with most opponents
of nuclear power, Commoner ig-
nores the fact that more than gg
per cent of accumulated high-level
nuclear wastes are from produc-
tion of bombs, not electricity, and
that each year the military pro-
gram is generating 1Z times more
waste than the total produced to
date by the civilian program. The
very serious waste disposal prob.
lem is overwhelmingly one of the
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military program, about which
nothing is being done, and the
furor over the relatively trivial
civilian waste is a monstrous di-
version from that. (Source-
statement of Frank P. Baranow-
ski, Division Director, U.S. En-
ergy Research and Development
Administration, Feb. 4, 19?6, and
other ERDA documents.)

Commoner's attitude tends to
undermine as hopeless the vigil-
ance and struggle necessary to
ensure the safety of nuclear power
plants, against the corner-cutting
and unconcern for workers and
consumers of the utility com-
panies; and even more, the
struggle for nationalization under
democratic control of the entire
energy eomplex, and abolition of
production of nuclear weapons
and destruction of their stockpiles

-in favor of the wholly negative
current environmentalist demand
for "closing down the nsftgs,r:
that is, nuclear po$rer plants, noli
bombs.

With nuclear power plants go-
ing up everywhere, and working
successfully in many countries,
Commoner's prediction of their
early demise is decidedly off the
mark. .

Everybody agrees that direct
application of solar energy for
production of electricity, and
other purposes, is desirable, part-
ly because, unlike fossil and nu-
clear fuels, it does not raise the
temperature of the earth. But
prolonged scientific and techno-
logical research is necessary to
find a means of converting solar
energy into electricity efficienfly.
Commoner cites figures showing
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costs of solar-generated electric-
ity at 20-80 times that of conven-
tio4al electricity, aud a private
company engaged in the business
bites a 40 to 1 ratio. Use of solar
energy for house heating is an
old technique, recently revived
with the multiplication of conven-
tional fuel eosts. Commoner rec-
ommends investment of $200 bil-
lion to equip the nations' 60
million homes with solar heaters,
which would supply part of their
heat. But when all is said and
done, he recognizes that for the
present potential uses of solar
energy are limited. It "is not the
solution to our immediate prob-
lems. It is, rather a valuable way
to make more rational use . . . of
existing energy resources, gain-
ing time while the full develop-
ment of solar energy gets under
way." (P. 151.)

I[hat is really required is not
exclusive side-taking between dif-
ferent forms of energy, but a
struggle for nationalization under
democratic control of the entire
energy complex, so that the large-
ly public-financed researeh in
energy development could be co-
ordinated with energy invest-
ments and production aecording
to a central plan for the maximum
benefit of the public, with due
consideration of the rights and
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conditions of industry workers,
and for the safety of worlers and
consumers.

To sum up, many of the prob-
lems raised by Commoner are
real, although many of his ap-
proaches are one-sided and con-
tradictory, and many of his fac-
tual claims dubious.

His indictment of monopoly
capitalism as the main culprit
behind the energy problems is a
positive contribution, as is his in-
rlictment of the Vietnam 'l{ar
and huge military expenditures
ss factors worsening energy and
environmental problems. This dif-
ferentiates him from the strictly
pro-capitalist environmentalists,
although he appears to be in-
fluenced by their "zero growth"
mentality. His positive contribu-
tions can be utilized by those
atriving to form an anti-monopoly
coalition and anti-monopoly en-
ergy program.

However, Commoner's attacks
on many of the most advanced in-
dustries developed out of the
scientific-technical revolution can
only divert from that goal, just
as his slurs on the socialist coun-
tries negatc his generalized ad-
vocacy of socialism, which he
rightly believes is necessary to
finally solve the crises of econom-
ics, energy and the environment.
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